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A.

Introduction

The effec t of external temperature on the development a

course of shock

is important in determing the care a I,E,tient should

receive in an attempt to ward of f or delay shook until suitable medical attention is available.

This is an everyday problem which ur-

gently demands clarification and as such is being actively investigated at the present time.

Although a I,E,tient who receives a shock

ing injury in c ircumstances wh ere adequate rr,.edical oare will soon

be available is not p=lrhaps always vitally c oncerned with this ques

tion, there are numerous instances in which he may lave to go ni,.ny

hours without lifesaving intravenous fluid s .

It is in these oases

that the effect of external tempe rature on shock

concern.

becomes of utmost

The battle field& of course for m an ill ustrative example.

Here the wounded soldier very often is afforded only very meager
care in many ins tance s.

inf usions

may

Even the rath er simple proced ure of plasma

not be availa ble for hours.

rt then becomes of value

to the aid man or the injw-&<l soldier hilll8e 1£ to know whether he

should be kept swathed in blank ets, comfortably warm, cool or actu

ally chilled.

These conditions very f requently can be imagined as

being about th e only therapeutic measures available• after hemios

tasis and relief of pain 1-llve been obtained, un til more skilled help

and adequate facilities are available.

To limit t he imports.nee of this question to such emer- .

gency treatment would still place it as a matter :for immediat e at

tention.

However, _.it.__b.eoomas even mor e important as a guide to

therapy in combination with other known methai s of treatment•

The

great majority of imrestigators of the shock problem believe that
this condi tion may reach a certain point after which it becanes
irreversible.

}J).y and all 1ooans by which this phenomenon can be

prevented should be employed.

In this connection it becomes a mat•

ter of considerati on to determine the optimum temperature for the
patient during the period when soook may be suspected as likely to
develop, or for that t ime when shook exists and is being combated.
The present status of the problem of shock as to its etio
logy and fundamental physiologic and pathologic changes will be
briefly surnm.arized in order to establish and correlate certain known
facts concerning this syndrome.

These faots will form the basis for

interpreting the effects of extern.al temperature on the development
and course of shock.
B•

The present status of thi:3 problem of shook
It is to be stated at the onset that despite years of active

investigation by leading workers in many fields, tnere is no gener-

--------------

ally accepted explanation of the mechanisms involved, no plthologie
finding• agreed upon in oommon as being aharaoteristic of •h�o�L.-and.
no satis.faotory definition of the term itself.

Gatch (t43) refers

to the subject as being oontrQversial, contused, and hazy, while
Meakins ( 1 43) confesses that he does not have the l east conception
as to the fundamental cause of shook.

This would seem to in.fer that

little is known ab out the syndrome known as shock, but the consid
erable success in its _.prave.ntion and treatment belies thig thought.
- 2 -

As a matter of fact a great deal of f actual information bas accum
ulated through the years ., an d it is in the pro�r evaluation of th ese
facts that the solution lies to a great ex tent.
A reader of the voluminous literature on sho ok would soon
find himself lost in a maze of seemingly conflicting facts if he di d
not very early find a oonoept o�--�j..�h to build that is oommonly
accepted by workers in this field.

Such an establismd concept is

furnished by the fin�ing of a progressive decrease in venous return
to the heart in shock states.
I• Decreased venous return an established concept in shook statescauses thereof
As Wiggers ( •42) has stated, reduotion in the volume of
blood returned to the heart per unit of time is the keystone of all
►

modern e xplanations of shook.
-
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pointed

out by Morrison and Hooker ('15), Wiggers ( 1 18), Erlanger am
Gasser (•19), Aub and Cunningham ('20), Freeman ('35), and recently
by Blalock ( 1 43).

The latter observer studied venous pressures at

the r ight auricle in many cases of clinical smok and found that as
shook became inoreasing,ly more severe the return flow to the heart
was oorrespondingly reduced.

Conversely, as clinical improve-ment

occurred there was a progressive increase in the volume return to
the heart.
The next logical step then is to consider the possible
causes for the decreased volume return.
three headings:

(1)

They can be grouped under

car diac insufficiency, (2)
- 3 -

increased voll.Ul:e

capacity of the vascular system, and (3) decreased blood volume.
(1)

Cardiac insufficiency

There is convincing evidence against cardiac insuffi

ciency being the cause of decreased venous return in shock states.
It was found long ago tha t the heart continues to beat vigorously

even t hough ineffectually after respiration has ceased in the terminal

stages of shook {Crile,1899). Mann ( 1 14) found the heart as effi

cient a pump in shock as in any other condition in which it is sub
jected to a poor blood supply o ver several hours. Evidence against

cardiac failure was also cited by Cannon ('23).

The status of the

heart in shock is well sunurarized by Moon ('38) who conGludes that

neither the heart nor the nervous energies controlling it a re in
capacitated.

Blalock ( •40) made the important and practical

clinical observation that in shock the peripheral veins are
collapsed while they are distended in cardiac failure.

With the elimination of cardiac failure as t he cause of decreased

venous return, th3re are left the two other possibili

ties, i.e., decreased blood volume and increased volume e&pii.city

of the vascular system.

The main theories as to the etiology of shock

differ at this point. The toxemic theory maintains there is

a primary increase in t he volume of the ca pilla ry bed with increased

permeabil ity of these vessels in the visceral region while the theory of'

primary fluid loss ascribes the decreased venous return

and subsequent changes of chock to loss of fl uid into the tissues at the

site of trauma---&?14/or hemorrhage either externally or
- 4 -
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internally.

These theories will now be further discussed under the

headings of prinary capillary dil�tation and decreased blood volume
respectively as explaining the decreased volume r eturn that occurs

in shook.
(b)

Primary capillary dilatat1on ... The toxemia theory
in examining the explanation of shook as being the result

of pr1mary,capillary dilatation, a discussion of the toxemia theory
of shock will serve to bring forth the evidence for and against this
view.

The toxemia theory was rather firmly established by the
reports of' a very capable committee whioh was formed during th e first
World War for the purpose of studying shock.

Their thinking was no

doubt influenced by the work of J)ale and La.idlow done in 1910-11.
THEY showed shock could be produced BY a substance,
histamine, circulating in the blood stream.

The subsequent publi

cations of lswis ( 1 27) and Krogh ( 1 29) did much to further promote
this concept of shock.

It was not until the follcwing decade that

serious objections were raised against the theory of toxemia when
a group of' surgeons led by Fhemister, Blalock, Harkins, and others
began to stress the importance o.f',fluid loss at the site of trama
and f luid loss by hemorrhage as initiating factors in the production
of shock. During this same period still other factors were advanced
as being important such as the adrena l cortical hormone, anoxia,
increased pla.sma potassium, and vasoconstri ction, so that many in
vestigators came to the belief that no one explanation could serve
- 5 -

to explain all instances of shook. Recently hCJWev�r the pendulum has
begun to swing back toward lending some orelj]lence to the theory of
toxemia largely as the result of Moon's leadership.
(1) The toxemic theory of shook
The first evidence that shook could be produced by a chem
ical substance was offered by Heidenhain {1891) who found tha t pep
tone wb3n injeoted intra-venously caused marked exhaustio�, a rapid
pulse, and a low blood pressure. Dale and laidlow ( 1 10-1 11) carried
this work further and were instrumental in the formation of this
theory of shock.

Cannon and Ba yliss ( 1 19) continued its develop•

ment by their interpretation of trauma to limb experiments when they
reported that loss of fluid at the site of injury was insuf:fiole:rrl; to
cause shock. Ebbeoke ( 1 23) demonstrated that any substance which
would produce a wheal when given subcutaneously would cause generalized capillary dilatation and increased capillary permiability if
given intravenously.

The t heory was given a new impetus when such an

outstanding s tudent of capillary phenomena as Sir Thomas Lewis gave
it his support.

In order that it shall not suff er from another's

int erpretation, his concept of shock is quoted directly: "From the
simple response of a healthy skin to such stimuli as are experienced
daily by almost all; through the more s evere though still trivial
injuries, the bruise, the bliate�---, and the small scald, to the
most grave effects of mechanical injury and severe burning., which in
their later manifestations endanger life, we pass by simple
transiti-on.

It becomes apparent that this transition

is one of quantity and not quality, underlying the whole series
there is seemingly one determining cause, the unvarying reply of
the affected cell to injury.

This response -- protects locally, but

when it is accompanied by a like response of a multitude of cells,
a massive action results, and this soon threatens or terminates the
life of the organism as a whole (Lewie,

1

27)."

Another of the lead

ing investigators of eapillary responses stated that he thought it
had been proven conclusively that trauma.tic shook res��ted from the
acti�� ot tu:io �ub !!an�ee ,e�����...!,.����
�l. �y the
.
circulation (Krough, 1 29). The present day theory of toxemic shook
has been formula ted by Moon ('38) and can be summarized as follows�
The capillaries are by necessity very labile structures which react
to the needs of the tissue cells wh ich they supply.

In any given

area not all the capillaries are patent at any one time, but as
metabolic products of surrounding cells accumulate, the capillaries
in that vicini ty dilate to allow i nterchange of materials between
the blood and tissue spaces.

_______

Therefore probably more t_!ian on� s�b7

stance is involved,
...,. and t hey are liberated by the .functional activ-

ity of tissue cells thus serving to carry out a necessary physiolo
gic activity.

However, if they are liberated in excess as the re

sult of extensive tissue injury, their effects become systemic in
nature by reason of their quantitative increase. As the volume
capacity of the capillary bed increases due to b oth dilltation and
an increase in number of :i;atent capillaries, venous return to the
heart is decreased.

The blood pressure does not immediately reflect
- 7 -
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this change because of reflex vaso-oonstriction. As the capillaries
dilate their filtration rate increases thereby deoreasing the effective blood
volume
still more.
rt r
i-. ,-�� .....
J INMIIIWW ..,.-..:

As transportation of oxygen to

the tissues progressively is embarrassed ., the effects of anoxia are
W

L ..,....,_

added to the already failing circulation to establish a self -perpetuating cycle.

Other factors such as hemorrhage ., loss of fluids

by vomiting, :p:3rspiration, or diarrhea accentuate the decreased
volume flow an d contribute to the disi:arity between blood volume
and the capacity of the va,cular system.

-

Objeotioris to the toxemia theory take several forms:

--------------------·

(1)

no toxins can be demonstrated in the blo od of animals in shook either

by chemical analysis or by perfusion into other experimental animals,
(2)

shock can be accounted for by the loss of fluid at the site of

injury alone, and (3)

the toxemia theory rejects the idea that

hemorrhage can produce shock.
(l) The demonstrati on of toxins in the blood
(a) Histamine
At one time ., the liberation of histamine from injure�
tisste s was considered to be a possible cause of s hock which fol
lowed trauma.

This was largely the result of the work of Dale and

his associates done from 1910 to 1912.

Lewis (•27) believed his

"H" substance was either histamine or very similar to it.

It was

during the next few years that(doubt began to be cast upon the
toxemia theory¥ The failure to find significant amounts of vaso
dilator substances-in-1the blood from traumatized limbs was reported
- 8 -
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by Phemister and Handy in 1927.

Dale ( 1 35) came to the conclusion

that shock following trauma was not due to histamine but rather was
the ...result of' the absorption of other substances with a similar
action.

Gragstedt and Mead ( 1 37) did some interesting w ork in the

study of the relation of' histamine and shook.

IUstamine injected

intra-muscularly produced shook with deta!otable amounts of histamine i n the blood.

Using the same methods they attempted to demon

strate the presence of' histamine or other vaso-dilator substances
in the blood of dogs suffering from surgical shock.

They failed

to do so and concluded that if any circulating toxins were present
their methods would have demonstrated them.
The work of Rose and his associates, reported from 1939
to 1941, disclosed some new information regarding the role of his 
tamine in the production of shock.
tamine was decreased in shock.

They fou nd the total blood his-

The increased histll.mine content of

the injured tissues and the gastro-intestinal tract probably ac
counted for its decrease in the blood. This phenomenon w as also
seen to occur after adrenalectomy in rats which infers that his
tamine might play a part in the symptomatology of shock on the basis
of adrenal cortex insufficiency.

These workers point out that the

abse nce of' an increase of histamine in the blood of shocked animals
does not mean that it is not an active factor in the produ ction
of shock.
SllilmlB. ry:

In this brief' discuss ion of t he etiology of

shock, the work re11rte"d to the importance of' histamine oan only
- 9 -
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be cited in more or less outline form.

A ori tical analysis of these

experiments is reoessary to ev aluate them more exactly.

It suffices

to say that histamine has been relegate d to a rather subordinate
role in the tox emia theory of s hock by its proponents of today.
(b) Tissue metabolites
"The (toxemia) theory suffers by the lack of proof that
local injury in itself produces general damage to all capillaries
and tissues by the elaboration of a toxic substance (Blalock,

1

40)."

This is the meat of the issue i n regard to tiss ue metabolites as
being the cause of shock, and the evidence is controversial.

The

experiments devised to demonstrate the presence of shock producing
substances are many.

Mos t o f them are not for the purpose of iden

tifying such substances chamioalty for even in k nown toxic states
such as uremia that might be an arduous task.

Rather their exist

ance is implied by the effects blood or tissue fluids from inoured
or asphxiated tissues nay have on normal capillary endothelium.
No other experiments should be mo re carefully s crutinized for
sources of error in methods used, criteria estab li shed, and con
clusions reached.
Mciver and Haggart ( 1 23) chose, cross circulation prepar
ations in their search for shock producing substances from injured
tissues.

The hind limb of one dog was trau:natized, and the blood

returning from it was led into the c irculation of a second dog.
They determined the existance of shock by a systolic blood pressure
�rsisting at 70 or below and by noting the pu lse.
- 10 -

f

The fact that

shock developed in 30 minutes to an hour and a half in those animals
receiving blood from the traunatized limb and did not develop in
controls led them to state that they felt evidence had been obtained
suggesting some substance capable of producing shook is taken up
by the circulation f rom the traumatized area.

The use of controls

enhanced th e value of these experiments.
In 1930, Parsons and Phemister reported experiments,
often quoted by those criticizing the toxemia theory, to the effect
tblt

they had failed to demonstrate the presence of toxins liber

ated from damaged tissue.

This conclusion was based upon their

findings that :nassage of the trau."11.fl.tized limbs did not cause a con 
sequent fall in blood pres�ure, as would be expected, because such
massage should result in an increase of toxins in the blood coming
from the injured area.

The signs of shook in these experiments were

attributed to hemorrhage into the traumatized limb.

The serious

criticism to these experiments is that they were studying the effects
of hemorrhage and not shook. This is rather convincingly demon
strated by their own findings:

{l)

in all instances, blood trans

fusions restored ad�qua.te circulation, (2)
from the ear showed hemodilution, (3)

capillary blood taken

hemorrhage alone in other

dogs gave symptons and findings very similar to those in which
trauma was inflioted, and (4) post-mortum examination sh<lYed gross
hemorrhage into the traumatized muscles.

Xhese experiments demon

strated that in severe trauma to muscles enou gh hemorrhage may occur
to result in a per�Qt. low blood pressure.

- 11 -
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They were certainly

not well suited for the d emonstration of toxic substances� for any
possible dire results frcm that source would b e o ver-shadowed by
the more immediate effeot of gross blood loss .

One would be in

clined to agree with t heir conclusion that it is preferable to
speak of hemorrhage rather than shock or shock due to hemorrhage
when acute loss of blood is the ca.use of marked circulatory em
barr�ssment.

More will be said on the comparison of shook with

hemorrhage later.
Holt

am

McDonald ( 1 34) were unable to find evidence of

any toxic substances in blood collected from traumatized limbs and
injected int o other animals.
Other negative results were :reported by Roome and Y{ilson
(1

35) who failed to find evidence of toxins in the fluid expressed

from traumatized limbs.
Careful and w ell conceived exp eriments were condu cted by
Dragstedt and Mea d ( 1 37) who compared hista mine and surgical shock.
They tested the blood from dogs in comparable stages of histamine
and

surgical shock by noting the effect such blood had upon a s trip

of guine& pig gut and found that blood from the dogs in histamine
shock produced capillary dilitation while the blood from dogs in
surgical shock did not.

They concluded tlat if toxins had been

present in the cas es of su rgical shook, their rrethods wou ld have
detected them.
Kendrick, Ess ez, and Helmholz ( 1 40) studied the effects
of blood from perfused- unaffected and traumatized limbs on recipients
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by means of' a heart-lung preparation. As •ny as twenty-three ex
ohanges of blood were mad e in experiments lasting f'ran tl!fo to four
hours.

Shook ooo uITed in animals ?3rfused with blood from the

traumatized l imbs a few hours after the first ?3rfusion, but did
not occur during that time in the controls.

Repeated removal;

defibrination, and reinjeotion of the dog's own blood was withou�
effect.

They believed that their results furnished suggestive but

not conclusive evidence for the toxemia theory of shock.

The value

of oontrols in exp eriments suoh as these is self ev ident.
Some of the most convincing experiments supporting the
toxemia theory were reported by Best and Solandt ( 1 40 )•

They demon

strated that when the blood from a shocked dog was pissed in large
quantities irito a normal dog through a special pressure separat ing
exchange pump, a fall in the blood pressure of t he normal dog oc
cu rred.

In every such case, the exchange of bloods of the two ani

mals before the onset of s hock had no effect on the blood pressure
o f either. Further, using a technique for producing trauma with
little or no hemorrhage, they were able to produce profound shoo k
with insignificant loss of fluid at the site of injury.
Although these experiments by no means exhaust the liter
ature on the suboect, they do furnish a cross section of it and
furnish to illustrate the controversy which exists at the present
time.
It would seem the objection that shock producing substances
from the site of trauma have not been shown to produce general
- 13 -

t

capillary danage and consequent shook is open to serious question.
Even the mos t a rdent supporters of other theories find it difficult
to dismiss the toxemia theory.

Harkins (141) believes it is yet to

be ruled out, that tissue metabolites may aot to produce shook b y
oausing generalized capillary damage; and Blalock {'40) states that
toxemia has not been excluded as an agent in the produ ction of some
kinds of shook.
(c)

Bacterial toxins
Although there has been some re cent emphasis on the ef

fects of bacterial toxins in producing shook, the concept is not a
new one.

The Medical Research Committee ('17), previously mentioned,

noted that man y subs�ances besides histamine produ ced the picture
of shook when g iven in sufficie nt quantities systemically.

Among

su ch substances they included bacterial toxins�with Sfecial refer
ence to those of gas gangNlne.
11 there

Dale and Richards ('18) stated:

is no doubt that t he cleavage products produced fro m pro

tein b y the action of bacteria can produ ce a co ndition in many ways
resembling shook."
dary shook
emia•

am

They pointe d out the similarity between seoon

the state of collapse caused by severe bacterial tox

It was Atchley ('30) who called attention to the fact that

du ring the course of severe infectious diseases, the c linical signs
were too se of shook in many instances.

are
examples
-----•
"l-:111!11•'41!!in
'1'.;..• point.

Pneumonia and diphtheria

The role of products of bacterial growth

in contaminated wounds as contribut ing to the development of shook
was emphasized by Mo-on (•42).

He believed that death was often

- 14 -

erroneously ass igned to congestive heart failure in those cases,
because the v isceral engourgement was ascribed-to pass iv e conges . •tion and not to pr imary cap illary dil itation.

t'a.son and Lemon

(131) found bacterial toxins produced a circulatory disturbance
accompanied by hemoconoentration, low blood pressure, etc., char
acteristic of shook.
Two kinds of shook following muscle injury were described
by Prenzmetel etc. ( 1 44 )•

In some oases following trauma. to l imb

experiments the dogs developed shock within a-few hours, in others
it occur.red abru t twenty-tour hours after the expe riment was begun.
They produced s hock by removing the quadriceps muscle, gr inding it
,up, and replacing it�

Shook could be prevented by:

(a) debride-

ment w ithin seventeen hours, (b) loc al instillation of sulfa
drugs, or (c) prophylactic systemic administration of sulfas.
They conclud ed that the cases of de layed shock were caused by bac
terial toxins •
. Aub etc. ('44 ) studied shock produced by injecting fluid
fro m isohemic muscle into other dogs.
about one-fourth of these cases.

They c ould produce shook in

This fluid was found to contain

the cl ostridia of gas gangrene, but since they were not found in
biopsy specimans of human material they concluded the organisms
were introduced during the operative procedures in their experi
ments.

They p oint out that th is compliaation shoul d not be

overlooked in experiments With dogs.
It seems doubtful that bacterial toxins are important

- 15 -

cer tainly are not initial factors in this for m of sh�k.

This ar

gument disregards the obvious fa ct that it is the way in which
fluids are lost from the circulating volume that is important atd
not whether the fluid is pure pil.asma.

That is to say, there is a

considerable difference in the disturbance of the organism's
physiologic p rocesses in the case of generalized capillary damage
as compared to hemorrhage. With widespread capillary damage, the
intricate processes essential to the needs of tissue cells in those
regions are disrupted to allow, conti nued seepage of fluid defeati-119
measures designed to inc rease th!l blood volume. Clinically, the
hemorrhage which reduces blood pressure to levels seen in shock
occurs over a short period of time.· It is either soon fatal or is
terminated by surgical means, and the blood volume is then rather
rapidly built up by the ability of the capillaries to return fluid
from tissue spaces or by artificial methods.

The ability of the

capillaries to retain even normal saline is often utilized in the
therapy of mmorrhage.
That hemor rhage is a frequent cause of shock in itself,
as shock is seen clinically, is questionable. Blalock ( 1 34a)
claims to have produced the typical clinical and pathological pic
ture of shook as the result of hemorrhage alone by withdrawing small
amounts of blood over a prolonged period, thus sustaining a low
blood pressure for several hours.

He goes on to declare however

that, c li nically, hemorrhage rarely causes a sus tained low blood
pres sure; because the patient either expires as a result of massive
- 17 -

hemorrhage, or the blood volume is augmented by either natural or
artificial means. As a matter of fact, in these ex�riments the
animals were transfused when they were moribund so that the post
mortum finding of capillary congestion was perhaps mitigate d by
that procedure carried out in terminal stages of deaths essentially
due to anoxia. At one time, the proponents of the toxemi a theory
also believed that hemorrhage would result in rather early capil
lary damage through anoxia.

Moon ( 1 41) caused the death of dogs by

small repeated hemorrhages over a period of twelve to twenty-four
hours, but autopsies showed the viscera to be pile and isohemio.
Indeed this is t he common finding in deaths due to hemorrhage.
Wiggers ( 1 42) reported that ca.pillary damage occurred only after lo
periods of low blood pressure the resul t of hamorrhage.

He stated

initial deterioration in capillary tone due to vasooonstriction
· seems to be a figment of the ima.gina tion.

The preponderanc e of

evidence seems to show that capillary damage is a very late finding
in so�called hemorrhagic shook.
The question as to the relation of hemorrhage and shock
is tre result of the confusion which exists due to the failure to
define the term shock.
is this:

The practical side of the question however

i:atients in whom shock is developing can not tole rate a

further decrease in blood volume, and when hemorrhage occurs in
such instances it is of utmost importance.

Clinically, the role of

hemorrhage is probably almost always as a contributing factor and
rarely if ever as �·-so-le cause of shook.
- 18 -

It would seem the re is

a good deal to be said against using hemorrhage alone as a meth od
of studying shook �f th3se results are to be applied to shook due t o
other causes.
(2)

�cal fluid loss
The importance of fluid loss at t he site of injury was

more or less disregarded as an important initiating cause of shook
for abou t ten yea rs after the Carmctn-Bayliss experimen ts were re
ported in whioh traumatized limbs were weighed and shown to have
inconsequential weight increases (Cannon and Bayliss, '19 ).

To

Phemiste r ( 1 28) must go the cre dit for again sugg;esting that loss
of fluid at the site of trauma w as significant.

Blalock ( 1 30)

found that fluid colle cting in traumatized limbs extravasated into
the groins of t he dog; and if th is factor were taken into co nsider
ation, whi oh Cann on and Bayliss failed to de, th e fluid loss was
great enough to account for the fall in blood pressure.
results were confirmed by Parsons and Phemister ( 1 30).

These
In 1931,

Blalock fo und that intestinal manipulati on caused sufficient loss of
tluid a.t the site o f trauma to account for the reduced blood
pressure and hemoconcentration.

Harkins and Hannon ( '37) consid-

ered many different conditions in which plasma like fluids were
l ost from the circulati on including burns, bile peritonitis, tissue
autolysia, intestinal manipulation, etc.

They concluded

tJ:at

the

a.mount of plasma like fluid lost in these conditions approximated th at
which, when removed experimentally in plasmaphaeresis experiments,
will pr oduce death.

A,s the result of this work, Blalock ( 1 40) came
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to the belief that lo'?l-1 loss of fluid is the most iaportant factor
in most, but not all, forms of shock.

He thinks the main factor

responsible for low ?lood pressure as seen in sh ook is not a gen
eral increase in capillary permiability but a loss of blood plasma

�e.J1::.z·

thro ugh the ���.1...s...�!, ��-�J.'5:wl}:�rl�!' a� �he s�_�ew2!....

In evaluating the importance of local fluid loss as an

initiating faetor in shock, it must be remembered, as Moon ( 1 42)
points out, that in these experiments there are other factors pre
sent oontribut�ng to the final picture.
is used in trauma to limb experiments.
are being absorbed is not ruled out.

Anesthesia of necessity
The possibility that toxins

In other words, it is question

able if t he effects of local fluid loss alone are being studied or
if anesthesia, hemorrhage, and t he absorp\ion of vasodilator sub
stanc es are not also faotors to be considered.

Certainly it would

be erroneous to.re gard local fluid loss as the only shock producing factor operating in these experiments•

Harkins ( 1 41) maintains

that much of the opposition to the theory of local fluid loss is
that it does not explain the whole course o£ shock.

He asserts

that this does not necessarily mean the initial loss ot fluid was
not the initiating cau se of the syndrome.

To explain dil!tation of

the visceral capillaries and inc:reased permeability, the effects of
anoxia following vasoconstriction are s.uggested.

It will be remem

bered however that Wiggers ( 1 42) found capillary damage due to
vasoconstriction a late occurrence.
The evidefioe that local fluid loss in itsel f can account
ASA
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Other explana-

t ions must be brought in. however, to explain t he irreversible
oranges which occ ur in latter stages of shock.

Other shock pro

ducing factors operating concomitantly have hot been excluded.
Nevertheless, when extravasation of fluid occurs, the volmne r eturn
to the heart is further embarrassed, and measures to prevent it are
That shock can occ ur following trauma to limbs

undoubtedly of val ue.

without the accumulation of fluid locall y was shown by Best and
Solandt ('40), and of course many methods of producing shock do not
involve dire ct trauma.
II •

Sum:.IJR ry

Some of the controversy surrounding tre etiology of shock
has been presented.

Most of these confli cting findings can be at 

tributed to t he wide variety of conditions which are included, both
Harkins ('41) lists

ex�rimentally and clinically, under that term.

a considerable nunber of different post-mortum findings w hich various
investigators found as typical of shock.

Obviou sly these workers

were not st udying ident ical conditions, yet their findings and
conclusions appear in the literatur e as applying to a supposed en
tity, shock.

The confusion which results is understandable.

The multiplicity of conditions which are included under
the term shock resul ts from seve?11l ca uses:
monly accepted definition of the·ter m itself.

(1)

There is no com

This difficu lty has

arisen becau se no one definition can cover all the situations in•
c luded by t his syndrome.

(2)

The methods of studyin g shock vary
- 21 -

for defining the existence of shook is a fundamental necessity.
T he situation which e:xist-s at the present time is that nearly every
group has its own standards for establishing the presence of shock.
Unless these criteria are stated in the rerort, the reaaier is at
loss to evaluate the findings obtained an d the o onolusions arrived
at.
The various criteria for defining the presence of shook
are so differen t as to include quite dissimilar syndromes under one
term.

The several fundamental differences between hemorrhage and

shock following burns, for instance,· has been pointed out.

Yet

because they are both included under shock, the initiating factors,
physiologic disturbances and pathologic changes observed in one
case are suppos�d to apply in the s ame manner to the other.

Conol us

ions arrived at in the study of so-called hemorrhagic shock.for in
stance are used to disprove observation s and speculations put forth
by advocates of the toxemia theory. As an example, Fine etc. ('43)
foum no evidence of significant plasma loss into visceral areas in
untreated hemorrhagic shock by the use of radio-active plasma pro
teins.

This finding has been used by other workers to show that

generalized capillary damage does not occur in shock, while all
tha t can safely be concluded from this evidence is that it did
not occur in cases of hemorrhage under the conditions in which
those i:articular experiments we re carr ied out.
The d ifficul ty in formulating definite criteria for de
fining the existence of shock is obvious, for n ot all investigators
- 23 -

would agree to a given group of findings as b eing characteristic
of shook.

Another difficulty lies in the fact that shook as seen

clinically is frequently the sum and to tal of many factors, each
in tmmselves altering the pictur e seen b y the clinition to more
or less of a degree.

Thus any criteria set up as characterizing

shook wo uld b e sub jeot to variation s imposed b y these several
factors some of which could be accurately evaluated and some of which!
could not.
There is, however, a physiologic disturb ance underlying
a certain grou p of oases now included under the shock syndrome which
produces changes trat can be recognized clinically.

The d111tati on

an d increased permeab ility of capillar ies in visceral areas which
·occ urs in so-called toxemic shook results in hemoconoentration as
the consequence of loss of plasma into the tissue spaces.

This

impe,._r�ment of capillary function over extensive areas also takes plao
when the re is direct injury to tissues such as occu rs in trauma ·to
limb experiments (Blalock,

7

40).

The extensive capillary injury

is evidenced in these oases by the considerable swelling of the
traumatized region.

In either case, the impo rt'!,nt fact is that a

large volume of capillaries are allowing the relatively slow but
continuous loss of a plasma-like fluid faster than it oan be compen
sated f!:...r by w ithdrawal of fluids from the tissue s�ces e.nd by
vasoconstriction. When shock is considered as a disturbance in
capillary function, it is a t once delimited to a considerable
extent; and hemoconc�a-tion takes on an important light as a guide
- 24 -
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to the extent of thi s damage. When oapillary damage is not pre sent,
shock does not exist according to this conception.

This is an im

portant and r eal distinction to make, because the integrity of the
capillaries will determine the therapy and prognosis.
There ar e various factors which influence the concentra
tion of red blood cells.

Thus the loss of fluid from dehydration

that follows· diarrhea,. sweating, vomiting, etc., would cause hemo
concentration; while a frank hemorrhage, either external or inter
nal, occurring a t the time of the shocking injury, would cause an
initial hemodilution.
of these res� cts.

Thus each individual case might vary in some

The objection raised by some investigators that

�emoooncentration is not a constant finding in shock is based in part
upon their failure to recognize these complicating factors. Another
reason of course is that at the present time many conditions are
inc ltrled under this term th at are not the result of primary capil
lary damage, as for example, the syndrome seen after severe or
prolonged hemorrhage.
Clinically it might be difficult in some cases to deter 
mine the existence of shook or its severity by this si gn alone;
and the classical manifestations such as prostration, cold extrem
ities, falling blood pressure, and the rest must also be consi dered.
In any event, the clinician in seeking to evaluate the factors af
fecting the bloo d oonoentration would be forced t o review the con
ditions important in and peculiar to each imividual case.
valoo.ble knawledge_u_..gained whloh is of use in therapy.
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Thus

Ii' shock is t hought of as a disturbance in capillary
functi on the term would be limited to a condition whic h is init-

lated by perhaps a variety of conditions but is nevertheless an
entity capable of being studied as such.
PART TWO

The Ef'fec t o f External Temperature on the Development
And Progress of Shock
The environmental temperature to which a p;,.tient in shook is
expose d is, to be sure, only one factor effec ting his subsequent
c ourse.

However, it is an important fac tor and one which can be

easily modified under ordinary circ umstances, so it is of con
siderable prac tic al value to detennine, if possible, the optimal
environmental temperature for s uc h cases.
The therapeutical value of heat has been appreciated for
many years, bu t not until rec ently has there been an awakening of the
possible benefits of c old.

One of the instances in whic h lowering

of the body t emperature is being studie d as a n:ethod of treatment is
f or th e condition o f shoc k.

An evaluation of ther.ma.l therapy in

shock is ma.de possible by first noting the physiological oranges
produced by alterations in the enviromnental temperature and
thenobser ving the re sults obtained on clinic al c ases and exper
imental aninals by regulating the temperature relationships between
the shoc k c ase and his environment.
Before discussing cha.nges in the c irculation whic h occur

-2...6-·

with variations in the environmental temperature, it is of interest
to review conceptions as to the ideal temperature for µitients in
shook or its incipient stages.

Thus when the physiologic oha�ges

induced in t he body by alterations in the external temperature are
studied i n detail, the validity of ideas prevalent a t this time as
regards thernal therapy can be evaluated on a sound physiological
basi s.

Finally the results obtained with clinical cases and exper

imental animals aan be analyzed.

In this :rranner, the· optimal exter

nal temperat ure for a patien t in shock can be studied from three
approaches, namely:

(1)

aotua.l clinical practice, (2)

i cal considerations, and (S)
I.

'l'heoret-

experimental evidenoe.

The past and present �ay oonceptions as t o th e desirable

enviromnental t8lll.perature for the prevention and treatment of shock.
It is not the pvpoae of th is di!? �on to give an ex.
tensi ve review of the literature on the subject of external temper
ature in the therapy of shook.
out trends ant landmarks in the obanging views of leading •lini•
cians.
Shock became a generally recognized condition and a
respectable diagnostic tenn during the latter µirt of the 19th oen
turn.

Almost from the start, the idea of applyi ng warmth to such

i:a tients became prevalent.

Mumery ( '05) remarked that keeping a

patient warm has always been considered an impo rtant means of pre
venting shook during an operation .

He tho ught this prevented marked

lowering of the vitality of nerve centers in the bra.in.
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At tm. t

tin:e, Crile's theory ot nervous exhaustion was in vogue; so, log
ically enough, therapy was directed to that consideration.

Mumery

further recognized that loss of body heat oocurred when the reri
toneum was opened and went so far as to advocate continuous irri
gation of the peritoneal cavity with normal saline at 105 degrees
Fahrenheit.

The use of hot ,?Loks in the peritoneal oavity of course

has continued until this day.

Conservation of the energy of th e

patient by the prevention of the loss of heat was also suggested
by Crile ( 1 10).

Cannon { 1 22) summarized the findings and conclusions

of the Medical Research Council b y stating that the incidenoe and
severity of shook are in sane way related to the coldness of the
surroundings of the wounded man.

He noted that members of shook

teams working with the A•E•F• during t he summer and fall of 1918
reported the strikingly larger number and g reater severity of cases
of sho ck in the cold ., wet months of the fall as oontrasted with the
cases seen during the fighting in the warm weather of July and Aug"."
ust.

This report is in sharp contrast to others of a similar nat

ure as, for example, the report that fatalities wer e higher in the
si-nish Civil War during the summer than in the w inter {Cor respond-...
ence a, '43 ).

Cannon .further establi-shed a widely us ed procedure

for warming individuals in shock or its preliminary stages.

He

devised a method o.f .folding three blankets so that a wounded man
lying on a stretcher was pl.aced on four thicknesses of blankets
and was oovered by a lile number.

If the ,ERtient was already cold

because of rather pr.olonged exposure to inclement weather, hot
- 28 -

wa ter bottles and hot drinks were used in addition to the blankets
to warm the patient. Despite this rer oic method of' heat conserva- ·
tio n, Canno n was the firs t to caution against overdoing heating of
the patient.

He stated that a shocked man was already suffering

from a decreased blood volume and s hould not be made to lose more
f luid u nrecessa rily by sweating.

This

was

the first turning poin t

from the concept of keeping t he patient wa rm to the caution against
overhe ating.

This warning was not genera l ly stressed again until

many years later.

In fact, Blalock ( 1 34) was the firs t to report

on experimen ts relating to the influence of exposure to c o ld on the
development and progression of shook.

However, no definite conclu

sions regarding thera py were arrived at.

Not until the beginning of

this decade were t he dangers of excessive heat commonly mentioned
in discussions of the prevention and therapy of sh ock, and a consid
erable number of them neglected comple tely to mention its significan ce.
As a means of presenting the gener al tren� of thought of
the last

f<!!IW

years, the comme nts of several authoritative and widely

quoted sources are cited below.

They will serve to giv e a general

imp�ession of w hat practices for the thermal therapy of shook are
haw in vogue.
"Patients i n incipient or fully developed shook s hou ld be
kept warm with heating devices, bu t i t should be kept in mind that
excess heat may be as bad as excess cold (Blalock 1 40)."
"Firmly esta.hliahed methods of shock therapy inc lude
- 29 -

relief of piin, cold, and fatigutt (Editorial •40 a). 11
"The treatment of non-hemorrhagic shook should include
warmly wrapping the Pl,tient in blankets (Selby 1 40)."
"Prolonget exposure to cold is a factor in the genesis
of shock (Editorial 1 40 b).''
Therapy at the Cook Cou nty Hospi tal ino1 udes the use of s uoh
measures for applying heat as electric light bulbs, blankets, hot
water bottles, etc.

To indicate that t he measu res are by no means

half hearted, they cauti on against burning the patient. These measures
are carri ed out to prevent the development of a sub-normal temp;.,ra
ture which depresses t he vital centers and decreases the effective
ness of stimulants.
the method of choice.

In order to get quick resul ts, hot baths are
Hot drinks, hot enema s, and diathermy are

also c ommended (Fantus and Seed,

1

40).

The most widely employed method of res,us)tatio n for cases
of shock is now the use of electre.lly heated cages.

Their temper

ature can be accurately regulated by means of a thermostat (Appli 
ances, '40).
Harkins ( 1 41) stated that the importance of cold in the
initia tion of sh ook has been srown repeatedly so that warmth cer
tainly seems advisable although too generalized heat of too high a
degree might precipitate too sudden a capillary dilitation.
Although continuing to stress the increased incidence of
shook ass ociated with loss of

body

heat, Blalock ( 1 41) brought out

tee. t in shock the---blOG-d- volume is decreased and the surface of the
- 30 -
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body is cold b ecause of vasoconstriction.

This mechanism diverts

blood from the skin to more vital structures.

Ex:cess heat then

might cause dil/tation of these superficial vessels and the blood
supply to vital i:arts would suffer accordingly.

Furthermore, re

peating Cannon's warning, Blalock called attention to the fact that
swe ating would furthe� reduce the imP8;led blood volume.

Despite

these rather ob vious tr�ths, he then stressed the "extremely impor
tant principal" that the patient should be kept warm.

The question

immedi a�ely arises just how m uch warmth can be applied without in 
troducing the•disadvantages of vasodilitation and sweating.

In the

next section when the physiological effects of external temperature
are studied in detail, these questions will be discussed and other
complicating factors brought out.
Moon ('42) states loss of body heat contributes greatly
to the develop:nent of shook.

Thus the foremost advocate of the

toxemio theory of· shook and the one who has pointed out how terminal
tissue anoxia makes the final stages of sh ook irreversible fails to
advocate cooling in tm therapy of sh ock.
The increased incidenoe of shock when the pltient is ex
:EX)Sed to cold, the advisability of the application o:f warmth, and
its dangers if used in excess are merely reiterated by Raven ( 1 42)
and the National Research Council ( 1 43).
In the memorial lecture given in 1941 before the .American
Heart Association, Blalock presented the theroretic evidence in
favor of cooling in sho.ck therapy and the re sults obtained support- 31 -

ing that evidence; but he repeated his opinion that cold applications

wer e not advised nor were heating devises unless in the latter case

the reduced blood volume were relieved first by intra-venous fluids.
This was the first important presentation of some of th e benefits

of cooling and attracted widespread attention and comment (Blalock,
'42 a).

Despite thi s work, Sc ull and Eiman {'42) advised the use of

massage in addition to the application of wannth.

However Cole

( ,43) concluded that the administrati on of heat was definitely
!'l.armful but th at there is no indication for refrigeration.

His

conception is that thermal therapy of patients in smok should not
be active in either du- eotion.

Wakin and Gatch ('43) decided that an external tempera

ture in the neighborhood of body temperature was optimal.

Meakins ('43) fails to agree with the c hange of attitude

evidenced above and states t:tat the use of warmth is undoubtedly

indicated and is one of the sensible things which is so often

neglected in the glamour of more ostentatious proceedings.

An editorial appearing in the Journal of the .!Im rican

Medioal Association in 1943 took to task the necessity or hesitancy of
certain clinicians and experimental workers in publishing their

findings which offer evidence in support of t he benefits of cooling
in shook1 It points out the laok of rationale in the applicatisn of

heat and the .fact that too often clinioians are guilty of undertaking

measures to raise the surface temperature of :i;:atients in shook whose
- 32 -

rectal temperature may be several degrees above norml already
{Edit orial, '43).
This editorial brought forth several favorable responses.
Among them was t he correspondence from Fay who has had considerable
exrerience with hypothermia.

Fay reported that he had found the

:maintenance of rectal temperatures around 90 degrees Fakrenheit
of much benefit in oases o� severe shock.

No other details were

giv en however.(Correspondenoe b, '43).
Up unti l this writing there have been no out and out pro
. ponents of cooling �tients in srock who have published their findi
with �e exception of ,Allen.

He has studied both looal a nd general

cooling in shook, and kis work will be presented later.

Suffice

to say at this time that he believes both general and local oooli9$
to be of val ue in the therap!

0f
1

.S:l-.look""�llen,

1

43 ).

In sunmary then, the application of warmth has come in
for some criticism an d the dangers of overheating are becoming quite
generally knowa. Most clinioiana, however, continue to feel that
measures should _be taken to keep ;he temperature of f8,tients in
shook from falling to a s ub-nonna.l level.

Many o:f the me�ns used

to aooomplish this purpese are of such a drastio nature however
that a serious question aris es of whether in their attempts to sus
tain the ,Elltient•s temperature these clinicians are not indeed pro
ducing both vasodilttation and sweating to the disadvantage of the
�ti�nt.

Cooling of a iatient in sho ck has not been accepted as

desirable except 'by-t-ffl'y small minority of workers in the field
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of shock.
II•

Physiologic changes in the oiroulation produoed by variations

in the environm3ntal temperature.
It should be possible to obtain some co nception of the
effect of external temperatures on the development and progress of
shock by considering some of the physiological responses to changes
in the environmental temperature and how these responses could be
expected to inf'luenoe the c ourse of shook.

Such a discussion is

however a formidable and even hazardous <1Uldertaking; form.id.able be
cause of the m.tnerous complexities involved by the adjustment of .lJ®
processes to changes in environment and hazardous because of the . ;
po ssibi U ty of reaching a false conolusi on as to the sum and total.
of the multiple responses as they pertain to shock.

To further en

danger the value of this consideration is the contingency tha t al
though certain responses to the environmental temperature may ordin
arily occur, a person in shock presents a modified pllysiologic pattern on which these responses must work.

Consequently the findings

for a norml individual can no t be transposed to one in shook with
impunity.
No one recognizes the limitations of our knowledge ab out
physiologic changes produced by al terat ions in the environmental
temperature better than those most versed in this field.

Bazett

('27) re ferred to the subject of physiologio responses to heat
as being "lamentably oomplioa.ted and little umerstood".

Six years

later he apparently -w&e----nn--more e nlightened for he mentioned tha t
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the general app lication of heat to the whole body gives complicat ed
effects making it hardly possible to predict the effects on the
circulation (Bazett,

1

33).

Con cerning the other end of the temper

ature scale Krogh (•29) reported that the effects of cooling are
complicated and a satisfactory explanation has not yet been found.
Despite this rat her dark picture, much positive knowledge
has accumulated in the study of these problems which can be exam
ined with definite benefit in attempting to determine the effect of
external t em�rature on the developnent and progress of shook.
However, it c an readily be understood why statements which
do not take into aocount all of the factors included by a given al
teration in temperature, in so far a s it is practical, should be ac
cepted with reserve.
It is import�t to realize at the onset that the environ
mental temperature, per se, is only one factor in the environment
among several which inf luenoes the exchange of heat between it and
the human body.

Thus heat is dissipated by the· body through evap

oration, radiation, conduction, and convection; but the rate of exchange is influenoed by t he thermal conduction and thermal oa.paeity
of substances in contaot with t he skin as well as by the condition
of the skin itself. For example, if the humidity of th e air is high
and its movement is slight, even an a ir temperature slightly below
that of the skin would result in warming of the body by obstructing
the normal channels of heat dissipation.
the rate of evaporat�

Humidity of course effects

A-il" movement does likewise but moreover
- 35 -

utilizes the heat capacity and conduction of

air.

Techni cally then,

it is not enough to speak merely of air temperature, but in this
paper when the terms w•rm, col d or environmental temperature are
spoken of, they will be meant to further imply tm. t the accompany
ing

factors of ai r movement and humidity are present in ordinary and

mo derate degrees, unless otherw�ae noted.
Before discussing the mechanisms through which the exter
nal tem:r,:e rature would be expected to influence the course of shook,
it might be well to recall that essentially shook is a type of
peripheral circulatory failure•

That is, the disturbance in body

funotion concerns the intricate relation between capillaries an d
tissue cells which they serve.

The initial disturbance may be in

a localized area. such as a trauma.ti.z.ed extremity; and, although there
is considerable debate as to whether more

generalized capillary

areas becane involve d or if they do by what mechanism they beoane
involved, the fact remains tla t there is a "trapping" of blood out
or the ac tive circulation as the result of capillary stasis. whioh
causes a decrease in the venous return to the heart.

This decrease

is produced as the bloo d volume decreases an d the volume capacity
increases ao tmt eventually anoxia o ccurs in widespre�d areas with
its res ultant further aggravation of s hook.
It is row possible to out line how the external
oan effect the development and prog ress of shook.
A.

Alteration of the venous return to th e heart
(a)

Chuiges in-hlood volume
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1.

Degree of hydration of the blood

2.

Rat e of oapillary filtration

(b) Alterations in the volume capacity of the blood vascular
system
1.

Vasomotor tone

2.

Number of

µitent

capill aries

(3) Alterati on of tre metabolic rate of tissues
1.

Rate of absorption of toxins

2 • Rate of production of t iSsoo metabolites
Climate and t he weather as a factor in shook
Th:tre is a relatiTely delicate balance between the blood
volume and the volume of the blood vascular system which is con
stantly being altered by various factors, among which is the cli
mate that an individual is exposed to.

Thus whe n general vasodil

itation occurs aooompanied with an increase in the vol� capacity
of the blood vascular sytem, a corre sponding increase in blood volume
m�st take place as well.

Failure to do so is not uncommon as was

noted by Peterson ( 1 40). He found that those who suffered fainting
spells with the onset of warm weather immediately following a
period of cold did so because of a disruption of this balance.
During the µ:.riod of cold weather there was a decrease in both
blood volume and volume capacity of the blood vascular system.
With the onset of warm weather, a considerable increase in the voll..UOO
ca_?ioity of t he vascular bed took place as the result of vasodiaitation

so th:l.t the 'elood--vo lume was not sufficient to adequately
- 37 -
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supply tissue needs.

This phenomenon is more readily understand

able when it is recognized that even quiet standing may bring the
vascular system close to sainpora.ry failure because of a discrepancy
caused by the increased volume capacity of the vascular system as
the veins in the legs dilate and by·. the decreased blood volume due
to the great inore�se in hydrostatic pressure within the veins whioh
results in an increased capillary filtration rate (Turner, eto. •30
and Hamilton etc.

1

32).

The increase in bloo d volume that occurs in warm weather
has been demonstrated by many observers.

Barcroft, Meakins, etc.

('22) found suo.h an increase took place in just a

few

days.

Bazett

(•27) believed that the change in blood volume is necessi tated by
vasomotor changes which &Qcompany an alteration in the eu.vironmental
temperature.

H e stated that higher temperatures seem to den:and a

permanent increase in blood volume which is first accomplished by
hemodilution but ultimately is attained by an increase in red cells,
plasma proteins and crystalloid substances alike.

The vasomotor

change he found to be mainly a dilatation of t he arterioles whioh,
together with the secondary capillary changea produced, causes an
increase in the volume of the warmed part.

This phenomenon is com

monly noticed in the fingers by the comparative tightness of a ring
in cold and in warm weather.

Landis ( 1 34) agrees w ith Bazett that

the increased volume is due to an increase in the amount of flood
in the capillaries as the result of vasodilitation.
Bazett ('SS) ognd.uo-ted experiments in which subjects were
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plAced in air co nditioned rooms whose temperatu res oould be accur
ately controlled.

On exposure to moderate heat, 90 degrees Fahren

heit, for one week an increase in bloo d volume amounting to one
liter occurred.

This increase was due to an augmentation of all

the components of the blood stream.
Soott and Bazett ( 1 41) noted a lowering of the basal met
abolic rate of subjects acclimatized to heat when exposed to a cool
room.

It was associated with a lowering of the mean body tempera

ture de�nding ma.inly on a fall in surface temperature.

The effect

lasted several days.
In order for blood dilution to· occur o n exposure to wartri:tp.,
the fluid intake must b e adequate; for, Barbour ( 1 24) has shewn that
otherwise hemocon centration will take plaoe.

Thus, although a warm

climate will result in the gradual development of an increase in
the blood volume, the danger that dehydration might exist at the
time of the shocking injury is ever present.
true in warfare.

Especially is this

Kapp and Solomon ( 1 37) found that in the later

stages o f exposure to heat, fluid loss is much increased by sweat
ing.

The blood volume oan be diminished by as much as 10 to 20%

or more below normal values, and a decrease of 10 to 32% in plasma
volume is not uncommon.
In summary then. the o}imate to whioh the i:atient in shock
0

h as been exposed may, be a.n important factor in the

2ene�is

of sh2�k.!e....,�

In this conre otion, several confli_cting observations made under war
conditions have been previously cited.
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This discrepancy probably

results f'rom the fact that both climatic extremes are dangerous .if
the men are not protected against them.

Both chilling and dehydra-

tion would aggravate shock.
They shoul d not be allowed to
overshadow other physiological changes which occur in warm and in
cold climates,
however, f'or if chilling and dehydration are prevented, the more
subtle changes i� blood volume which ta ke place in these climates
will beo(lJle manifest.

Thus, if the weat her has been cool or cold,

the blood volume will have been decreased; and providing the fluid
intake ha s been adequate, the reverse will occur in warm weather.
The implications then are quite evident.

The cooling of a patient

who has b een exi::osed to warm we�ther would be of particular value
tecause the vasoconstriction resulting from cooling would decrease
the volume capacity of the vascular system in the pre seno e of a total
bloo d volume which is considerably greater than would be necessary to
occupy that reduced capacity.
vasoular

Thus the loss of fluid from the

sytemwhich ocour• due to shoclc would not impair the ef-

f'eot ive blood volume as much as if' there had been no augmented blood
volume to begin with. In other wo rds, it would seem that the dis
crepancy between the volume capacity of the blood vascular system and
the total blood volume which results in a decreased venous return
characteristic of shock can be combatJd by cooling a patient
who has b een exposed to warm weather.

Furthermore, a decrease in th

body temP9rature accomF4nied by a diminished metaboli c rate would
enable the tiss ues to better

withstand the impaired peripheral cir

culation accompanying_sho ck. W arming a patient who ha.s b een exposed,
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to cold weather but who is not shivering would perhaps be detrimental
by increasing the blood volume necessary when vas odilatation occurs.
Since the effective blood·volurne is diminished in shook, it would seem
unwise to further add to this discrep,.ncy by wa rming the J;atient.
The administration of fluids by mouth is especially indi
cated am valuable if the patient is dehydrated.

It is one of the

most imPortant and simple therapeutioal measures which can be carried
out in the absence of skilled care.
The dangers of excessive heating of a patient in shock
It is generally known that the too vigox,ous a.pplioation
of heat to a patie nt in shock can be detrimental by:

(1)

increas

ing fluid loss as the result of sweating, {2) decreasing the venous
return to the heart by causing vasodil�tation and an increased cap•
illa ry filtration rate, and (3) increasing the metabolic rate in
the face of the progressive anoxemia that occurs in well-developed
shock.

However the rreasure s for warming a patient in shock which

can safely be applied are apparently not well known, for a review of
the literature reveals many clinicians use heat therapy in shock too
indiscriminately and in excess of safe limitations.

It shou ld be

remember ed that Cannon intended the vig�rous application of heat for
patients rather severely exposed to cold either before or after the
shocking injury, and such measures were not intended in instances such
as Post -operative shook when patients were not thus exposed.
As the detrimental a££ects of excessive warming are brief
ly c onsidered, it i-s- welrto keep in mind the question of what
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minimal application of warmth can be applied without producing these
ef:fects.
Before proceeding with the �gers of excessive heating,
it might be w ell to recall that man regulates his body temperature
by maintaining a balance between the produ ction and dissipation of
heat.

Heat loss is dependent mainly upon the physical factors o:f

evaporation from the skin and lungs, radiation and oonveotion.

4t

ordinary room temp,ratures ., about 25% of the heat loss is the result
of evaporation; and this of oourse occurs in the absence of visible
sweating. As the environmental temperature is increased, proportion
ately more heat is dissipated by evaporation as sweating increases.
Cooling results from the evaporation of the sweat so tlJ:i.t if the sweat
drips off without evaporat ing, as much of it does if the humidity is
high, little cooling results (Deighton '33 ).
The usual stimulus to sweat secretion is a rise in blood
temp,rature which exerts its effect £or the most p;i.rt directly on
nervous centers in the brain•

These centers send stimuli to sweat

glands via cholinergic autonomio nerve fibers.
'31 and Sherrington,

1

(Keller am Hare,

24).

The detrimental_•ffeets of applyi.0g .heat to the degree of ca using
sweating
It has been pointed out that the blood volume is increased
in warm weather, and warming an individual might be expected to produce
this effect to the benefi t of a p;i.tient in shook.

Indeed Barbour and

Hamilton ( 1 25) found dtlubion of the blood occurred in suah ciroum- 42 -

stances despite profuse sweating.

The phase of dilution persisted

for two hours or longer with mobilization of electrolytes, water
and lipids from the tissues, but sweating eventually swung the
blood over to anhydremia as the tissue reserves of'tluids were de
It seems doubtful if this mobilization of fluids would be

pleted.

of any value to a patient in shock however, because it is merely a
compensatory mechanism for meeting the needs of an increased volume
capacity of the vascular system as vasodilation takes place due to
warming.

In other words, the fluid which is mobilized in such c ir

cumstances probably would not increase the effective blood volume.
Tt. si�nifioant f�':i �.2,2,.�hich occurs with sweating is a
source of grave danger to a patient in sh:> ck becaus e of the dehydration
and consequent decrease in blood volune it produces if t he fluid in
take is not sufficient.

Thus Bazett ('27) found that fluid losses

sensible loss which is ordinarily a.bout 15 oc i:er square meter per
hour m.a.y exceed three times that value on exposure to heat (Bazett,
'38).

This increase is due to a rise in capillary pressure and a

resultant augmentation of the rate of capillary filtration leading
to a greater moistening of the epidermis (Winslow, etc., '37).
Hyperemia of the skin practically doubles the normal capillary
pressure and in this way leads to more fluid loss by the mechanism
just mentioned (Iandis, '30).
It is interesting anq

µ:i rhaps

profitable to know that

sweating can be stopped within a few minutes merely by immersing the
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hands in cold water.

The blood is so e ffectively cooled in this way

that ce ntral stimulation of the sweat glands ceases (Hill, •21).
He determined the actual amount of cooling by measuring the heat
ed by a known quantity of water at a certain initial temperature and
found that if this temperature was 4 degrees centigrate, heat loss
from the body amounted to 72 kilo calories per hour-the total heat
production of a resting man.

He found compa.rable results when hot

water w�s used and came to the conclusion that heating or cooling
of a small portion of the body is very e f fective in heating or cool
ing of the whole.
In summary, the e ffect of warming a p:itient in shook in so
far as it increases the fluid loss due to sweating is a definite
danger unless his fluid intake can be kept apace.

It must not be

forgotten tmt the normal compensatory mobilization of tissue
fluids may be disturbed in s hock beoause capillary function s are
disrupted.

Again it is worth stressing the importance of preven,.. -

ing dehydration in cases of sh ock by supplying adequate fluids not
forgetting that th e mouth remains a simple and usually acceasible
route.
The danger of excessive heating of a patient in shock pr oducing
vasodilitation
It is impossible to ascertain the over-all effects of a
given temperature change on the circulation by considering only local
effects.

Moreover, the body is so ccmplex an organism as to defy

exact anaiysis of even one system such as the c irculation bedause
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of the infinite number of variables conoerned with the constant
changes which take place to adjust to the needs of the tissue cells.
It is then necessary to caution against the acceptance of any one
:rarticular cl'ange occasioned by an alteration in the enviromoontal
temperature without naking sol!Yil attempt to evaluate the sum and to tal
effect whioh that variation induces.
The capillaries are t he all �portant I:rt of �the oir<:u:. ••

latory tree ., for the 'lllltimate end in view of the circulatory system
is to supply each tissue cell with an avenue £or the interchange
of essential materials necessary to cellular function and vitality.
?he changing needs of tissue cells require a labile source of
supply.

Krogh ( 1 29) found that there was a great variation in the

number of capillaries that are patent at any given time, and the var
iation is in direct proportion to the activity of the tissue cells.
He concluded that the capillaries respond to intermediate products
of metabolism lib erated by active tissue cells as the result of in
adequate oxygen supply esp:,cially at moderately increased temperatures.
The same response to increases tissue cell activity was noted in
the frog 1 s kidney by Richards and Sch midt ( 1 24).

However capillaries

ot se.EB,rate tissues dit'f"er greatly- iil tileit reactions-. _and Lewis
(127) found th at most of the increased blood supply to the skin is
accomplished by a dilrtation of the capillaries and not by an increase
in the number of pi.tent vessels.

nevertheless, it can be taken as

definitely proven tmt an acceleration in tissue activity calls for
an increased blocd supply which in turn necessitates an increase in
- 45 -

the total volume of the capillary beds and th us an increase in the
VO ll.lI!e of th e vascular system as a whole.
An increase in tissue activity occunr when the temi;eratur
of the tissues is raised simply because of temperature coefficients
of the chemical changes concerned (Du Bois, '21 ).
The a.mount of blood which is diverted from other regions

to the skin when vasodilatation of skin vessels take pla ce is
con-siderable.

Bazett ('38) calculated that simultaneous heatin g of

the whole body surface should increase the blood content of the skin
by half of a liter or more.

Pri nzmetal and 'Nilson ( 1 36) .determined

the blood flow in arms at 24 and 45 degrees centigrade an d found an
increase in blood flow of abou t fifteen times at the higher tempe..r,;;·
ature.

Bazett (' 38) stated that most of this increased blood flow

depends on the augmented cutaneous circulation.

Benson ( 1 34) found

that a foot and leg immersed in water at 104 to 116 degrees Fahren
heit increased in volume on the average of

3% of the total volume

of the limb.
From these gen eral considerations, it would seem that warxq
ing a pitient in shock to a degree that vasodilitation of the skin
vessels occurs wou ld be detrimental because it would further impair
the ven ous return to th e heart by increasing the volume capacity of
the blood vascular system.
'!'he dep:iger of excessive heating of a patient in shook by producing
an increase in capillary filtratio n rate
The movement�-riuld through the capillary wall is an- 46 -
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other important factor to consider in relation to tE!llperature changes
for it also will alter the effective blood volUIOO.
At the onset it may be well to differentiate between filtration rate and permeabUity.
because

They are terms whi. ch must be defined

they are not synonymous,

a.ltho�h frequently used in that

manner.
An increa sed. permeability means that at the capillaries

will

?lU larger

molecules than formerly, while filtration rate refers only to the rate at
which fluid ?l■ses through the capillary wall and not to the size of particle.a
which are filtered through.
'With this brief introduction, it is now possible to more
completely st udy the movement of fluid through capillary wall s and
thus to finally evaluate the importance of temperature changes in this
respect.
Landis (•34) ha s extensively investigated the factors wht�
determine the movement of fluid through capilla ry walls.

He has sho1

as did Krogh ( •29 ), that this movemmt depends p rinarily upon t h e
balance between capillary blood pressure and t he osmotic pressure
of the blood.

(i)

The effectiveness of this balance is modified by:

tissue pressure, (2)

tissue metabolites� (3)

damage, and ( 4) temperature.

endothelial

Thus temperature is only one of the mol

if ying faotor s concern ed with capillary filtration rate, and it must

be considered in its correct relationship to the other agents
involved.
The capillary endothelium is an inert membrane which rep
resents an enormous t�tal filtering area.
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The capillary pressure

falls throughout the length of the capd,llary so thi t on the average
the capillary pressure at the arterial end is sufficient to cause
movement of fluid f rom within the wall outward, while at the venous
end, the osmotic pressure of the blood is greater tlan the capillary
pressure and fluid moves in the opposite direction. When the arter
iole supplying a capillary bed constricts, the pressure in the cap
illary decreases and the reverse occurs with vasodilatation.

Thus the

�id movement in individual capillaries varies from m oment to moment
in accordaroe with variations in capillary diameter, pressure and
rate of blood flow (levy, 1897 and Dale and Richard, •19).

Hy-

peremia inc reases the capillary filtration rate as the result of' an
increased capillary pressure.
Tissue pressure has b een mentioned as being a factor in
modifying oapillary filtration rate.

The pressure in a capillary

is b ut one factor which determines the differen ce in hydrostatic
pressure inside and outside of capillary walls (Landis, ,34 ).

In

tissues there is a limited si;ace available for the accumulation
of fluid so that as fluid colle,ets in tissue spices, the hydrostatic
press ure against the oapilJAry walls is augmented.

In this regar�,

Druryand Jones ( '27) found tm t for a given venous pressure, the
rate of filtration gradually diminishes as fluid accumulates in
the tissues.

Krogh etc. ('32) determined that suc h an accumulation

could even completely stop the fil tration usual ly seen at venous pres
sures of 16 to 30 om. of water.

Furthermore, as the extravascular

pressure increased, there was a concomitant increase in the r ate at
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which extravascular fluid was removed from the tissue s�ces. They showed
that small accumula tions were r emoved lart5ely by,.�.h� ,capillarie
while larger collections were cared for by the lympatics.

The effect of tissue metabolites on the oapillary fil tra-

tion rate is largelythrough vasodilatation_ and a oonsequent rise in
capilla rypressure.

Krogh ( 129) believed this vasodilatation to be a•

response of the capillaries to a relative tissue anoxia.

In this regard,

lAndis ( •28) found t l:R t three minutes of anoxia inore�sed the capillary
filtration rate byfour times in a series of' animal experiments.
Local capilla ry injury initiates a complicated response
incl uding vasodilatation, a rise in capillary pressure, an increase then a
decrease in blood flow, and if the injury is severe enough, All forms
of local or gen eral edema caused by injury to capillary increased
capillary permeability with the development of stasis. walls are due
fundamentally to an increase in capillary permsabi{ity and t he passage of
blood plasma thro ugh the injured walls Landis, ('34).
fluid in damaged capillaries depends on the

The movement of

degree of injury as well as

on the concomitan� changes in blood fl�w capillary pressure and capillary

permeability. The escape of plasma from injured vessels decreases the osmotic
pressure of the blood and increases by five to seven times the rate at which
fluid filters through the capillary wall under the influence of a given
difference between the osmotic pressure of the blood and the hydrostatic
pressure (Landis (•27). Florey (•26) showed that it is primarily injury and not
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s tretching of the capillary wall that increases capill ary perme
ability. per s e.
With this review of t he manner in which the �ssa.ge of flui d
through the c apillary wall is 5overned ');;L_a balanc e betwe en the osmotio and hydrostatic pressures and is influenced by other fa ctcr s
su ch as tissu e pressure, tissue rretabolism, and damage to the cap
illary wall, it is now possibl e to consider the effects of tempera
ture on these modifying agents an d to e valoote its importance in th e
f'ital over-all picture•
!Andis ('34) state s that there is as yet no di rect evidence
that changes of the filtration rate a.re due to the effects of temper
ature on capillary permeabili ty unl ess the change is great enough
to injure the capillary endothelium.

However, an increas e in temp -

erature will increase the fi ltration rate by caus ing capillary dilatati on and an increased ca p illary pressure.

The filtration area is also

enlarged as the result of the increase in diameter of many capillary
beds and t he ope:\ling of previously non-?-tent vessels.

A

rise in temperature further is detrimental by aggravating the changes
oocuring wi th capillary damage and by increasing the production of
intermediat e tissue metabolites.
So alt hough tem�rature is only a modi fying factor in deth l oss
termening... �w,

?!'

flu� d �hi ch accompani es an increased capillary
0 1

filtration rate, it is an extremely imp ortant one.

Thus Drury and

Jones ( 1 27) found that for a given uenous pressure, filtrati on at
108 degrees Fahrenheit- wa-e- 2 to 5 times faster than at 61 degrees
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Fahrenheit.

Along a similar line, Landis and Gibbon ('33) determined

that with venous pressures between 30 and 6 0 cc. of water, the filtration rate was twice as great at 113 as at 59 degrees Fahrenheit.
They also found that with sufficiently high temperatures, a ?"edominance of filtration with continuous lymph drainage occurred.
In sumrmry it may be concluded witht>Ut much doubt that
an increase in the temperature of a patient in shook would tend an

increase in the temperature of a patient in shook would tend to
further decrease the venous re�urn to the hear t by in_o!�a��ng the
filtration rate and thus decrees ing the actual blood volwne.

The last OOlTDllonly raised protest to excessivel y heating a
patient in shock, that of raising too meta bolic rate, remains to be
considered.

In the discussion of effects of sweating, vaso

dilation, and an increased capillary filt ration rate, most of the
effects of an increased netabolic rate of the tissues were brou ght
out.

Briefly they consist of vasodilitation and the resultant in

crease in capillary pressure with its effect, in turn, of inoreasing
the capillary filtration rate. Also, an increased metabolic rate
would resul t in a greater production of tissue metabolites and lead
to further darmage of tissues already suffering from a relative
anoxia due to the changes initiated by shock.
T he external temperature at which increased heat pro duc
tion is ne cessary in order to maintain a constant temperature is
known as tha critical temperature.
na ture of the clothing or coveri ng.

This varies with the amount and
In man the metabolic rat�

commences to r ise when the air temperature falls to around 68
degreies
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Fahrenheit (Best and Taylor,

1

39).

Grollnan in an important study

of oxygen consumption with var ied environmental temp:,ratures however
fo um that the metabolism was lowest at a temP!!rature Qf 86 degrees
Fahrenheit am increased rapidly at temperatur es 68 degrees above
and below that level.

This temperatur e was determined with the as

sociated conditions of a dressed µa.tient under basal condi tions and
a low humidity.

Sinoe the temperature giving the lowest metaboli c

rate varies with the humi dity, air movement, activity of t he patient,
etc., this discrepancy is understandable.

Thus wit h ordinary degrees

o f humidity, the lowest me tabolic rate probably occurs at tempera
tures near usual room temperatures, i. e., at about 70 degrees
Fahrenheit.
Since the possibility of tissue metabolites being widely
distributed to cause eventual ir reversible changes associated wit h
late shook has not been definitely ruled out but indeed remains as
a distinct possibility to be feared, an increased metabolic rate must
be regarded as a definite change to be guarded again st in the ther
apy of s hook. An environmental tem}lilrature of about 70 degrees Fah
renheit with an ordinary amount of humidity will give the lowest
metabolic rate for a pltient at rest and moderately clothed.
There can be lit tle doubt then that excessive application
of heat is detrimental to the patient in shock.
cal questi ons tlat must be answered are:

However, pra.cti-

(1) what benefits are

accomplished by applying heat to a pltient in shock, and, {2) what
effects could re asonably-be-expected from the way heat is used in
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the therapy of s hook at the present ti.me•
possible benefits of warming a patient in shook
In reviewing the tmrapy advocated for patients in shook,
it is surprising to note the paucity of reasons given in support
of such a procedure.

Cannon ( 1 23) stat ed tbl.t a patient in shook

who had been exposed to cold showed .iimmedia te and rE!ll.arkable im
provement in appearance when placed in a warm bed.

He a lso noted

the improvement in radial pulse seen in such oirournstanoes.

The im

provem ent in appearance would be easy to understand, for r elief of
vasoconstriotion of tm skin would improve the patient's color.
Perhaps the better pulse can be accounted for because of th e increased
blood s upply to the ann when it is warmed, but Cannon did not spec
ify whether the strength of the pulse o� its rate or both were bene
fited.
If a patient were shivering because of exposure to cold,
the application of warmth might be justified•

Bazett ( 1 33) found

that exposure to moderate cold causes vasoconstriction of skin ves
sels, but metabolism may be stimulated and the vessels supplying
tile muscles dilated because of shivering.

An increase in metabolic

rate on exposure to cold has been noted by other workers and probably
depends mostly on shi. vering (Dill and Forbes,

1

41 ).

The possibility

that the adrenal medula may be set into action during short exposure
to co ld and thus elevate the metabolic rate must also be considered
(Ring,

1

39).

Other factors occurring with extreme exposure to cold

which might be detrimental to :ES,tients in shock are hemooonoentration
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and a decreased blood volume (Talbot, '41).

Also Denning an d Wat

son ('06) mve shown the viscosity of blood incre a ses three per cen t
with e ach one degree centigrade f all in temperature.

Fiml ly, it

has been n oted that an initial rise in rect al temperatur e may occur
on exposure to cold and t ha t this slight rise is reversed when the
s ubject is covered with a blanket (.Bazett, '27).
The elevated metabolism occasioned in m an n ormally by a
low enviromnental temper ature is merely a manifes tation of our
a bility to maintain a rather constant body temper ature.

The mus

c ular t iss ues and the liver are t he mai n sources of the bodies heat
prod mtion.

The prob able interaction of t he endroorine products

o f the a drenal and thyroid gland in aid ing temP3ratu re r egulation
by altering the production of heat within the body needs to be only
menti oned.
Whe n the µ;i.tient has not b een exposed to cold and aevelops
shock ., the reasons given above for w arming t he i;:atient probably are
not valid.

F an tus and Seed {'40) advocate the application of reat

to,a patient in sh ock in order to prevent t he development of subnor
mal temperatures which depress vital functions and mitigate
the action of stimulant s.

against

In the review of tm etiology of shock

given at the beginning of thi s paper, evidence was given which seemed
to prove beyond any reasonabl e doubt t�t the vi tal

medulary centers

are not depressed in shock and therefo re this is not a factor in its
genesis.

The idea that warmth stimul ates vital functions to the

benefit· of F8,tients ±n-·-s-hock is a generality whose application to
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this syndrome is doubtful at best�

The belief that the addition of

w armth is beneficial seems to have arisen from the clinical observa
tions of those who have given us most of our knowledge on the sub
�ct, and certainly their vast expsriance with the problem lends

much weight to their opinion.

There is the possibility that warming

the patient may be beneficial although the mechanisms and explana

tions can not be given, in specific physiologic t erms at t he present•

However this common practice must not blin d anyone to cont radictory
evidence which can be supported on a sound physiological basis.

In sumnary, then, there is some evidence in favor of w arm

ing a patient who has been exposed to rather severe cold before or

during the developmen t of shock, but no sound physiologic reasoning

supports this procedure when the patient's body temperature is nor

mal although the skin may feel cold because of vasoconstriction.

In attempting t o an swer the question of what effects can

reasonably be supposed t o follow the common ly used methods of' heat
therapy in shock t oday, a brief' mention of these procedures again
is in order.

They include electrically heated cages, w arm baths ,

the application of blanket s, hot water bottles, etc., and the admin
istration of hot drinks.

The effects these procedures produce will

of course vary according t o the vigor with which they are applied.

The impression one get s from reviewing the literature on the practice
of warming the pl tient in sh ock is tl'li t the author J.: for the most

pl.rt realize the dang er of applying excess heat t o the pltient but

describe procedur-e1t---whioh certainly would be suspected as being.
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capable of producing sweating, vasodilitation, and an increase in the
metabolic rate , whose detrimental effects on patients in shock is ob
vious.

The danger in this procedure of unskilled attendants overdoing

heat therapy is always present.

Too many clinicians tend to apply

heat therapy to all patients in shock without regard to their actual
body temperature simply because their skin is cold.
These measures for applying warmth are by no means as be
nign as they nay appear. Hill ( 1 21) shCM'ed how ef'fecti vely even
emersing of the hands in warm water can rais e the body t emperature,
and a wann bath of course is much more effective.

Bazett ( 1 33)

found th at heat applied to the skin results in a general warming of
the body so t hit skin temp;1 ra ture rarely exceeds t he rectel temper
ature by more than one or two degrees cen tigrade. He showed th at
local hot pi.Oks caused a rise in deep temp;1rature which recovered
_slowly so that after thirty minutes the deep temperature was still
about 2 degrees Fahrenheit above normal.

Hepburn etc. ('33) found

that the administration of hot coffee raised the gastric temperature
as much as 17 degrees Fahrenheit.

N"edzel ( 1 34) produced significant

changes in the gastrointeatinal tract by the application of hot
towels on a dog's chest even for only srort periods of time.

Macleod

etc ( 1 20) produced a rise of .7 degrees Fahrenheit at a depth of
5.4 cen timeters with an applicator 25 to 35 degrees Fahrenheit above
body tem� rat ure.
One of the worst effects of warming the patient with blankets
etc. is to prevent tfie normal dissiµltion of heat of which a. large
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percent is by evaporation, especially when the skin is cold as in
shock.
Except when a ratient has b een exposed to rather severe
cold before or during the development of shock or when he must be
kept in a cold environment, the use of the comrnon measu res now in
vogue for warming the �tient in shock are likely to do more harm
tlan good; becaus e there is no indication for applying heat to a
person in sho ok if the envi ronment is su ch that other individuals
are comfortable wit h out these measures.
The value of cooling a patient in shock
Termal therapy in shook l'.as so far been almost entirely
one sided; tl'.at is, it has been directed toward the application of
measures which would warm the patient.

The possibility that benefits

might result from cooling in certain instances has been rather con
spicuously neglected.
Cooli ng a s a therapeutical measure for shock cases can
be c onsidered under three main readings:

(1)

hypothermia, (2)

the

use of measures designed to relieve the dangers of a warm environ
ment, and (3) viggrous cooling of a traumatized extremity.
?he use of hypothermia in the treatment of shock
At this time the discussion of hypothermia and its appli
cation to the :problem of shook will be more or less limited to theor
etical considerations, £or the results obtained with experimental
animals w ill be reviewed in a later section.
Hypothermia -l!e1'e-rs- to the general lowering of t he body
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Until now its use has been rather limited as a ther

apeutical !ll8asure. H01vever. s�e knowledge has been gained about
hypothermia through a study of its application to certain special
cases of intractable pa.in, schizophrenia, and carcinoma.
The rationale of this procedure for shock therapy depends
upon the faot tlat in fully developed shoc k there is a widespread
relative tissue anoxia. because of a ·failing peripheral circulation.
This results in irreversible chang es responsi ble for fatalities
designated as due to shook.

By lowering the temperature of •tissues�

- their oxygen requirements are correspondingly decreased so thl.t they
might

surtive

despite the poor peripheral circulation.

Another pos_

sibility is that the production of injurious intermediate metabol
ites may be diminished.
Fay ( '43) reported that he had found the maintenance of
rectal tem.?3ratures at around 90 degrees Fahrenheit in cases of
severe traUilE. to be of much value in the treatment of the resulting
syndrome of shook.

Since too body temperature falls considerably

simply as the result of s hock alone, this probably does not mean
that Fay used very vigorous means for cooling these cases.

He has

had much experience in the use of hypothermia and his results are
liable to be s omewbat better than those with less knowledge on th e
matter.
Not all the ch anges produced by hypothermia wou ld seem to
be advantageous to a �tient in shook.

There is normally a decrease

in both blood volume aad blood pressure and hemoconcentration is
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commonly observed {Talbot,

1

41).

He found that if no sedative was

given the metabolic rate might be unchanged or even increased.

Dill

and Forbes ( 1 41) als o found this to be true although Smith and Fay
oom:nonly foum the basal

100

tabolic rate to be lowered betv,een -6 and

This discrepancy oan be aooounted for by the different methods·
used to produce hypother�ia .

If chilling is avoided by skillful

induotti.on, hypothermia. will lower the metabolic rate.
As a matter of fact, even if hypothermia should prove of
value in sho ck therapy, its practical value is gr�atly diminished
by the technical difficulties involved in "the procedure.

Consequentl y

its us e woqld be limited to hospitals with personnel trained
specially in its application.
In sununary then, hypothermia has certain theoretical bene
fits for patients in shock.
irreversible shock.

It offers a hopeful approach to hither- t.o

Its therapeutical value must, hGYever, be

s hown by actual trial for it has potential dangers.
The value of· measures designed to relieve the dangers of a we.rm
environment
The detrimental effects of an environment which induces
sweating. vasodilitation, and perhaps an increased metabolic rate have
been reviewed.

If a patient in sho ck is exposed to s uch an

environment, it would seem only logical that measures s hould be
instituted to protect him froTu those dangers.

This could best be

ac-oomplished by paacing the moderately covered patient in an air
conditioned room at'--about 70 degrees Fahrenheit and with a controll ed
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humidity.

In the absence of such facil ities a tepid sponge bath ac

companied by an increase in the air movement to promote evaporation
would accomplish the same benefits.

The decrease in metabolic rate

which occurs wren a patient is cooled who has been exposed to warm
weather ha.s already been mentioned (Scott and Bazett,
and vasodilitation would also be combated.

1

41).

Sw-eating

Hill ( 1 21) has shown

hov effectively t he blood c an be cooled by immersing the hands in cold
water and this would be a simple and rapid way to lower the increased
body temper ature of a patient in sho ck who ras been exposed to exces
sive neat.
Cooling a patient in shock who has been exposed to an envir 
onment which has indu ced the changes seen wi "th excessive warming of
such a patient is just as important and as necessary as the avoid
ance of therapy wh ic h excessively heats patients in shook.

For al

though many authors advise against excessive application or heat .,
they fail_ to recognize the advantage of cooling a patient who is
suffering from the same dangers because of a warm environment.
The value of local cooling of an injured extremi ty
The theoretical value in local cooling of an extremity
injured to such a degree as to be a factor in the genesis of shock
has been investigated only in recent years.

This procedure may in

volve the use of a to urniquet and introdu ce many problems which do
not directly �rtain to this paper.

Knowledge on the subject is

still quite fragnentijry, but the potential ities it holds especially
for emergency war time-care-are the incentive for much active study
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at this time.
Briefly, local cooling of an injured extremity is thought
to perhaps lessen the degree of s hock by diminishing the production
and absorpt'ion of tissue metabolites, inhibitin g infection, relieving
pain, and if associated with t he use of a tourniquet, by stopping
hemorrhage and delaying the formation of local edema.

Some of the

fundament�l principals and problems of this form of therapy were
worked out by Smi th and Fay (,!39), Brooks and Duncan ( 1 40), and Wil
son and Roome ( 1 36 ); but most of the credit must go to one man.

The

work of Allen ('37- 1 43) has been the greatest factor in making known
the possibilities which local cooling presents in the therapy of shock
as well a s other surgical problems.

One of the fi rst clinical ap

plications of his studies was reported by McElvenny ( 1 41).
clinical trials are to be expected.

Further

Ex:perimental studies on local

cooling of traumatized ext�emities will be considered in the next
section of this paper.
From a theoretical sta.ndpoint, local cooling offers pos si
bilities so far reaching tmt its careful investigation from the ex
perimental am clinical standpoints is most desirable.
The consideration of various experiments, n»iny of w hi ch
were not primarily concerned with the problem of shock, has revealed
some in forma.t ion which may be of value in establishing the ideal
thermal therapy for shock from a more or less theoretical standpoint.
It is now possible to study the results of experiments directly con
cerned with the e ffeGta.- -Of environmental temperature on shock and
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to see how these resul ts agree with what would be expected from the
theoretical standpoint. With the background established by this pr e
liminary w ork_ experimental procedures and t heir interpretations can
be more effectively evaluated and criticized.
Experimental findings conc erning t� ideal externAl temperature for
the thermal therapy of shock

There are surprisingly few experiments reported in the lit

erature which are directly concerned with the effect of external
tennperature on the developmgnt and progress of shook.

However,

these studies have served to open a new subjeot for research, ar.d
the indications are that much mo:re work will be done both experimen
tally and clinically on the effect of cooling in shook.

The conser 

vative attitude of the medical profession to new ideas is very evi
dent in this ,Eartioular instan ce, for t he clinical application of
experimental evidence in support of certain benefits of cooling
selected .cases in shook has been quite limited as yet.

Although the

final determination of the optimal enviromnental temperature for
patients i n shock must be based on resul ts with cli nical trials, much
more experimental work will have to be d one before any great c�nge
in the present thermal trerapy of shock will b e ma.de.
The effeot of external temperat ure on shook will be con
sidered in two rather distinct although not altogether separable
studies:

(1)

the effects of altering the general body temperature,

and (2) the cm.r:ges in temperature of a traumatized extremity as
they alter the development and pro gression of shook.
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This seems

necessary because of the several problems peculia r to each of
these therapeutical measures.
The effect of alterations of the gen eral body temperatur e on the
develop�nt and progress of sho ck
The first reported study of the effect of exposure to cold
on the dev.elopnV3nt of shock was made by Blalock ('34b).

He stated

in this report that the purpose of th ese experiments was to deter
mine the differences between external h emorrha.ge and hemorrhage into
the tissues when animals were exposed to cold.

Thus they were not

designed to compare the effect of variations in the environmental

temperature on the development of s hock and contributed little to
the question of th e optimum external temperature for patien ts in
shock.

The external temperature was kept at 39 degrees Fahrenheit.

Dogs were anesthetized with pentabarbital sodium and exposed to
cooling, cooling and hemorrhage, and a third group to cooling and
trauma of one extremeity.

The average survival time of the three

groups was 5 hours 46 minutes, 5 hours 16 minutes, and 4 hours 29

minutes respectively.

There is little value in reviewing th ese ex

periments in this t8,r ticular study except to hote that t he normal
controls which w ere anesthetized and exposed to a temperature of 39
degrees :Fahrenheit all died.

The tremendous decrease in body tem-

fe rature which must mve occurred will be readily apparent when
later experiments are considered in which the body t emperatures of
anesthetized animals exposed to cold were recorded.

Since o�ly one

environmental temperature was used, there can be no evaluation of the
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effect of co oling on the survival time.

It is interesting to note,

however, t !-at th e onl y animal whi oh survived was o ne ex posed to co l d
and trauma.

Blaloc k found that the survival tine of dogs exposed to

co ld and trauma depended largel y on the depth of anesthesia.

The

pr ofound effect of an esthesia is then an impor tant factor in the
product ion of shock in conjunction wi th o ther initiating factors.
In summary, this expe riment failed to cont ribute t o the
determination of the opti mum temperat ure in shock bu t did show that
the anesth�tization of dog s exposed to cold alone was fatal in itself.
One of the most noteworthy experi ments comptring the ef
fects of heat and cold in the prevention and treatment of shock was
carrted out by Blaloc k and Mason ( 1 41).

They realized that trauma to

limb experiments, even when standardized, produced unpreventabl e
variations in d egre e of shook in differ ent dogs.

Thus in ord er to

study t he effect of tem_p:,rature, they felt t�t rather extre me
variations in the external t emperature must be used in order th at
differences might be more cl os ely discerned.

Eight experiments wer e

carried out in which a posterior limb was traumatiz ed and subse
quently heat was applied while fifteen experimen ts were don e in the
same manner except tmt the trauma was followed by the application
of c o ld.

Warmth was added by covering t he animal s wi th blan kets

and placing them on a metal table warmed with electric light bulbs,
whiie cold was applied by partially surrounding the aninals with
rubber bags containing crushed ice.

These measures were taken about

thirty minutes following traunatization of the limb.
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Those exposed

to warmth had an average increase in rectal temperature of 7 .6 de
grees Fahrenheit while thos e surrounded by ice had an average drop
of 14 degrees Fahrenheit.

The latter group lived twice as long as

those exposed to heat, and one dog recovered although the local fluid
loss in all cases was about the same.
noted in these two groups•

A significant difference was

'When the a nimal:ts temperature vre.s ele

vated by tl:e gereral e xternal application of warmth , death oc curred shortly after the blood pressure reached a critical level.

On

the other hand, when the temperature was decreased frequentl y the
blood pressure renained a t a low level for a number of hours preced
ing death.

They concluded therefo re that increasing the temperature

decreased the chance of life and s hortened the period of survival
while the application of cold di d not inc rease the chance of sur
vival but did lengthen the t ime the animls would live with a c rit
ic al blood pressure.

Furthermore, they believed t hat these experi

ments sho wed that a significant elevation of the body temperature
was mor e disastrous·

than a similar decrease.

In animals exposed

to warmth, they were able to demonstrate a general increase in tem
perature including that of the internal organs which probably was
accompanied by a general vasodilitation and a diminished effective
blood volume.

It was also felt that the lowered metabolic rate of

ti ssues at lower temperatures was responsible f or the greater sur
vival time seen in trose exposed to cold.

The authors suggest the

interesting possibility th.at hypothermia would dec rease the require
ments for oxygen so�-a eapillary bed damaged by anoxia might
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the dan ger of excess hea ting and when they state that warming the
patient is not pr oven bad by these experiments they are doing so
with the knowledge that excess heating was used in these cases.
Since more mild means for applying heat to animals in shook were
not studied. there is no basis for asserting that it would have been
harmful.

Their statement that i t was not p roven that reducing the

body temperature was beneficial is of course true because controls
maintained at normal body temperatures were not run.

Finally they

undoubtedly wou ld like t o be cautioµa about transposing results of
animal ,experin:ent s to man especially when their mecha nisms of hea. t
control differ to such a great extent.

Conversely however, their

assertion that adequate covers should be used also can not be sup
ported by these experiments.

In summary,it must be c oncluded that the optimal external
temperature for animals in sho ck was not determin ed because:
only trat.nm producing severe shook was used. (2)
temperatures were studied. and (3)
tures were run.

(1)

only extremes of

no controls at normal tempera

The reason more modified experimnts were not done

probably lies in the fact that the authors could not produce the
same degree of shock in each animal by trauma to limb experiments.
It would be interesting to apply s uch modifications to Blalock and
Mason 1 s studies to animals in whom shock was produced by ligation
of e xtremities. for Allen ( '43) has shown that a very remarkable
control of the s everity of s hook can be obtain ed by varying the
mass of tissue liga.tedcmd--t-he l ength of time the ligature is applied.
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The ef fect of environmental temperature o n the mor tality
in severe experimental burns w�s studied by Elman, Cox etc. (•4ij).
While engaged in the study of changes occurring in dogs following
experimental burns, t hey notioed an increased mortality during sev
eral hot day s in the summer months when t he room t emperature rose to
95 degrees Fahrenheit.

This observation suggested to them that they

make an analytic study of the mortality of controlled burns of rats
at var ious environmental temperatures.
Their procedure was to burn rats which had been anesthetized
with nembutal intraperitoneally by placing them in water at 175 and
195 degrees ·Fahrenheit f or measured intervals of time.

The animals

were then place d in rooms kept at 32, 55, 75, and 99 degrees Fahren
heit.

They fel t that the 24 hour mor tality wa.s most significant

because secondary factors play more important roles after that.

The

results are suuurArized in tie accompanying table.
Burned at 195 ° Fahrenheit
55o
32 °
1000/o
100%
24 hr. mortality
48

72

"

It

11

It

"
"

It

.,

75 °
36%

99 °

100%

95%

JI

100%

It

Burned at 175° Fahrenheit

24

hr •• mortality

48

11

72

II

"

II

lOO'fo
II

II

82%

"
It

26�

100%

65%

fl

83%

II

The authors asserted tlat obviously the commonly used heat
tent which incre���s the en:vironmenta.l temperature above 75 degrees
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Fahrenheit is deleterious.

They believe their fin dings suggest the

importance of' lowering room temperatu res of burned patients in oases
where the environmental temperature reaches much above 95 degrees
Fahrenheit.

In summary they o oncluded that the environmental tempera

ture has a decisive influence on the 24 hour mortality following
severe cutaneous burns.

The lowest mortality o ccurred at room tem

perature (75 degrees .Fahrenheit) and increased siignii'ioantly with
temperatures 20 degrees Fahrenheit above or below thi s temperat ure.
In criticism of th ese results, it must be mentioned again that anU!lS:l
experiments do not necessarily parallel responses of man, so that
the authors should not make too far reaching assumpti ons in that
respect on tre basis of their findings in rats alone.
anesthesia is again to be contended with.

The factor of

Allen ('43) showed that

the normal rectal temperature of dogs at room temp:lratures, 101.4
to 102.2 degrees Fahrenheit, fell gradually to between 97 and 95 de
grees Fahrenheit after anesthesia with a barbitarate.

The body tem

perature of ra ts probably also £alls considerably as a result of
anesthesia alone.

Shock also induces a decrease in the body tem-

raturE liiDoemann, 1 03; Harkins, '41).

It is possible then that

WITHOUT anesthesia the optimal environmental temperature in these
experi:De::.ts may have been somewhat lower than 75 degrees Fahrenheit.
that

is, the sa.::ne body temperature which occurred at 75 degrees

Fahrenheit with anesthesia would have occurred at a lower environ

mental temperature in the absence of anesthesia.
,fa.kim and Ga.tub (143) studied the effect of external
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temperat ure on shock p roduced by st ripping the intestines of dogs,
rabbits, and guinea pigs which were anesthetized with sodium pento
barbital.

After shook w as produced, the animals were placed o n

surfaces maintained a t temperatures ranging from
Fahrenheit.

40 to 130 degrees

The results can be given in the following graphic form:
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lrnnpuature in conla.d wilh animal's hod'-1 •

From these experinents t he au thors made several conclu
sions•
the body

They co ndemned the wholesale use of ho t water bottles a rou nd

of patients in slnck.

in wrapping up

However

they stated their firm belief

a patient in shock and keeping him oomfo rtablywarm,

yet strongly _a dvisi ng against eit her over heati�g or chilling.

Wakim

and Gatch: conclude from their resu lts that an external temperature
in the neighborhood of the mammalian body t�mperatu re, that is, 96
degrees Fahrenheit-.

-ts

optimal.

They state this can be aocomplismd
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by keeping the room of a patient in shook around 85 degrees Fahren
heit.
These experiments in reality are a study of the local ap
plication of heat and cold to the body and not of environmental tem
perature, and there is some objection ·to interpreting th em as such.
In the disoussi on of environmental temperature as an introduction to
its study in relation to shock, mention was ma.de of the factors whi ch
influence the exchange of heat between the body and its environment.
This exchange is markedly facilitated by the increased heat capacity
and conductivity of water as compared to air.

The tremendous amount

of heat that oan be lost from the body simply by innnersing the hands
in cold water was shown and in no way compares to the insignificant
loss which would occur to air at t he same temperatures.

It ca.n be

stated without much doubt that the interpretation given by th e auth
ors in which t hey translate exposure to surraees at various temp,r
atures to environmental air temperatures is in error. Zondek ( 1 19)
found that a cooled superficial area of considerable d epth exists
which extends int o the superficial layers of muscles of thinner in
dividuals.

The d epth of this area is increased by cooling the en

vironment.

Bazett ( 1 27) stated t hat in small animals the extensi on

of cooled layers nay be relatively so great as t o result in instab
ility of the internal temperature.

This -would be all the more under

standable in animals anesthet ized and in shock, for b oth these
re.asures tend to depress the body temperature.

From these consider

ations it can be readily-nen tha t animals exposed to cold in these
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exp eriments were cooled below safe limits and to a much greater ex
tent than would be indicated at first glance.
Indeed that fact was brought out by Allen ( '43) •

He made

the apt criticism of Wakim and Gatch's interpretations that the op
timal body temperature was not demonstrated, for records of this wm
peratur e were not taken.

Therefore he repeated the experiments and

recorded body �mperatures.
At room temperatures of about 77 degrees Fahrenheit, normal
dogs md rectal temperatures of 101.4 to 102.2 degrees Fahrenheit.
When they were anesthetized, their temperatures fell to between 95
to 97 degrees Fahrenheit . With bottles filled with water at 95 de
grees Fahrenheit, applied to t he abdomen, the temperatures still fell
to between 99.5 and 100.5 degrees Fahrenheit. Only when the app 
lications were raised to 113 degrees Fahrenheit were normal body
tem:i;e ratu res maintained.

He bel ieves that when sho ck is then added

to the effects of anesthesia the temperature may fal l even mor e.
Therefore Allen in terpreted the results of Wakim and Ga.tch 1 s experi
ments as follows.

Shocked animals on ice ba.gs died quickly because

their body temperatures fell far below the limits which have been
found safe in artificial hybermtion.

Animals at room temperature had

long survivals with a considerably lowered body temperature.

Long

est survivals oocurred in the group exposed to surfaces at 95 degrees
Fahrenheit and they presumably had body temperature slig htly below
normal.

Plac ing the aninals on bags at 113 degrees Fahrenheit

probably raised their tem·peratures to normal levels and resulted in
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early deaths.

These assumptions by Allen are in aocord with results

obtai ned by himsel f in experimen ts with rats (.Allen,

1

39).

In sum,.'Ilar y, the conclusion made by Wakim and Gatch that
an external temperature near the normal body temperature is optimal
.for the treatment of shock does not seem to be jus tified.

From

Allen's work it appears tm t the optimal body temperature for rats

and perhaps dogs in shook is one which is slightly sub-normal for
that animal.

Since the body temperature tends to fall in shook, a

patient at ordinary room temperatures of about 70 to 75 degrees Fah 
renheit migh t be ex�oted to develop such a body temperature.

Allen ( '43) failed to demonstrate any benefit in keeping
the body temper ature of cats an:i dogs in sho ck at 90 degrees Fahren
heit but stated that ttit would be misleading to leave the impression
of definit e failure of hypothermia. n

Re reaff'irn.ed his belief that

a sli ghtly subnormal temperature was beneficial to a patient in shook.
Local app lication of he at or cold to a traumatized extremity as it
e££eots the development and progress of shock

A com?1rison of the effects of the local application of
heat and cold in the preven tion and treatment of experimental trau
t:J&tic shock was reported by Blalock ('42b).

The posterior extremities

of dogs were traunatiaed with the animals anesthetized with several
different anesthetics, and then the limb was surrounded by ice fl).cks
£or cooling it and bags containing hot water for warming it.

Bla

look's objective was to determine if cooling would decrease the
severity of s hock or increase the survival t ime of the animals by
- 73 -

by diminish�ng local fluid loss. The results were rather unexpected.
The accompanying tables give the average survival ti mes .for each
type• of anesthesia and the average rectal and peritoneal tempera
tures attained.
Nem butal
Cold
Rectal temp change

-15.8 ° F

Peritoneal temp change -5.9
Survival time

13,32

Barbital

Morphine

Warmth

Cold

/5.70F

-12.2

,4.9

-a.a

-10

/s.6

-3.l

· /6.7
5:52

B:e4

'Warmth Cold

5:44

Ether

Ylarmth

8:39

These experiments showed the average survival time of all
dogs whose traumatized limbs were exposed to heat to be 5 hours 49
minutes as compared toll hours 24 minutes for those whose limbs
were sur rounded by ice i:s,c ks. Thus the survival time in the la tter
grou p was about twice that of the former which duplicates the results
of Blalock and Ma.son ( 1 41) obtained with the general application of
heat and cold.
However, the increased survival time o.f dogs whose traw,na.
tized extremit ies were sur rounded by ice packs was not due t o a
lesser local fluid loss, for the average difference in weights of

the traumatized and non-traumatized limbs was almost identical for
both the local application of heat and of cold.
The d ifference in survival times without much doubt lies
in the change of gereral body temperature which the local application
of heat and cold produced.

Thus the average decrease in body tem- 74 -
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perature when cold was applied locally was 12.7 degrees Fahrenheit.
while t he average increase produced by heating th e injured extremity
was 5.4 degrees Fahrenheit, as measured rectally.

Compare these re

sults with tmse of Blalock and Mason ( '41) obtained with general heat
ing and cooling; the average decrease in rectal temperature was 11.8
degrees .Fahrenheit and the average increase was 6.4 degrees Fahren

heit.
It is thus seen that tM measures used by Blalock for local
cooling and warming of the extremity gave almost identically the same
changes

in rectal temperature as did those of Blalock and Mason for

gen eral a pplications.

The average survival time of the dogs exposed

to cooling was in each case twioe that of those exposed to warmth.
Sime the local fluid loss was the same in each case, the longer sur
vival times must be regarded as due to the lowered body temperatures.
It is also seen that cooling of an extremity will result in marked
cooling of t he whole body.
The same criticisms can be applied to these experiments as
were given for those of Blalock and Mason ( 1 41).

Since controls were

not run in either instance, no conclusion can be rrade to the effect
hl.t applying cold to the injured extremity was beneficial.

For the

sa.rne rea5on. it was n ot shown that mild warming is detrimental fo r
only intensive heat Ulerapy was used.

All that can be safely conclud

ed is that th e rather extreme application of heat used resulted i n
shorter survival times than when cold was applied.
coollog

The value of

an extremity se'V'el"ely traumatized might have been shown by:
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(1)

the use of cont ro ls, (2)

(3)

instituting other thera.peutiUa.l measures for combating shook

along with cooling.

inf licti ng less severe trauma, and

It mus t be remembered, however, t hat without

the use of a tourniquet, it would be impossible to ascertain how
much of the benefit was due to cool ing of t he extremity itself' and
mw much was due to a loweri ng of the gener.al bod y t emi:e ra ture •
If toxins such as tissue metabolites are liberated from a
tra umatized limb to e nter the general circulation and produce injuri
ous eff ects in w idespread capillary areas, mea sures which might be
exi;ected to inhibit their production or prevent their gaining entrance
int o the blood stream would be of value.

Sinoe the toxemia theory

has not been excluded as a distinct possible et iological factor in
shock, any form of shock therapy which can be effectively directed
toward preventing the hannful effects of toxins should be given a
fair t ria l.

If at the same time,this therapy prevents local fluid

loss from the injured extremity, it s use in such injuries migh t be
even life saving•

For these reasons, the use of a tourniquet and

subsequent refrigeration of a sever ely traumerized extremity should
be evaluated carefully, for the possible benefit s are obvious.

How

ever the dangers involved with the use of a tourniquet must also be
oo nsi dared.
The application of a tourniquet to an animal's limb can in
itself res ult in shock when it i s released.

The me chanism TNAY involve

local fluid loss or such a loss c ombined with the ill effects of tis
sue I1¥:1t abolites produe-ed--in--the liga ted limbs (Wilson and Roome, '36 ).
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Allen ( '38a) noted that reduc'ing the temperature of the extremity
greatly reduced the danger of ligation in regard to shock as well
as gangrene.

When the l igated i:arts are refrigerated by immersion

in ice water, oth erwi se surely fatal ligations of the.hind limbs of
rats for 8 hours oan be carried out w ith safety (Allen. '39a).

He

believed that metabolic processes in the asphyxiated tissues result
ed in the producti on of toxins which in t urn were responsible for
shock w hi ch followed the

re lease

of the tourniquet.

The thicker the

limb the shorter the time ligation can be applied without causing
death; for, in dogs and man. the deep circulation i s probably no t
completely shut off and refrigeration is n ot as adequate as with
rats (Allen, '39b).
Allen ( 1 43) studied the effects of refrigeration w ith and
wit hout the co ntinuous use of a tourniquet on dogs in which shock was
produced by the tourniquet method.

Average dogs withstand ligati on

of both hind limbs for a bout fo ur hours, but five hours is fatal
w ithout treatment.

In these experiments. shock was produced by the

ligation of b oth limbs for f ive hours.

In one series• the tourni

quets were then removed and the limbs imxnersed in ice water while in
another

series the tourniquets were left in place during th• immersion

and removed for increasing intervals of time to be replaced subse
quently at a slightly lower level.
ties were not refrigerated.
fatal in all three groups.

Controls were run whose extremi

When no therapy was given. shock was
However. the unrefrigerated dogs died in

3 to 1 hours. refrigerated dogs whose tourniquets were no t left in
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place all survived at least
o ccurred in the third group.

given,

water were
did

not.

14 hours, while the longest survi val time
Allen found that if ample amounts of

the refrigerated animals survived while the controls

This is still another instance of the value of adminis

tering water by mouth as a measure for the prevention and treatment
of shook.
The danger of applying a tourniq uet for long pe riods of
time lies in the frequent occu rre nce of venous thrombosi s.
a

high percentage in five hour ligati ons of dog 1 s limbs.

Allen had
He noted

-� danger decreased as the size of the limb increased but that the
likelihood of thrombosi s is greater in an injured leg than in a
nornal one .

Bec�use of the possibility of t hrombosis, the clini cal

use of ligation of a traumatized limb has not been extensive as yet.
Allen has reported several successful clinic al· trials among which were
Dr. L. L• Crossman's refrigerati o�-ligations of arteriosclerotic limbs
lasting 6 to 8 hours without ill effects.
Allen's experiments just reviewed showed li ttle advantage
:.n leavigg the t owrniquets in place.
eral ways.

This may be i:rierpreted in sev

','lithout a tourniquet, cooling the limb would result in

co sidera'ble cooling of the body as a.whole which may have been of
as :::1 ch n.lue as the prevention by the applica.t ion of a tourniquet
at t·

cistribution of tissue met abolites from asphixiated tissues

to the general circulation.

With the use o£ a tourniquet, the tra.u-

ti£ed limbs could be cooled considerably more than w ithout its
&.;,;,:l.cation, and tl},ua the 12,roducti on of tis sue metabolites wo uld
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probably be much less.

It would be interesting to carry Allen's work

a step :further and test the value of canbining general cooling of the
body with refrigeration and ligation of the traumatiz ed limbs.
In summary, the refrigeration of a t raumatized extremity
. sheen shown exp erimentally to increase an aninals chan�es o f re cov
ering trcn severe sh:>ck.

The application of a tourniquet along with

re.frigeration is· per�ps even more beneficial but carries with it
the risk of causing thrombosis.

Because of this danger ., perhaps a

tolll'D.iquet should .not be applied even when the limb is refrigerate d
W1less an amputation must b e done.
SUl!t"..ary- and conclusions
1.

There are several pre valent theories as to th e etiology

of shock. All of them however have in -���--�m t� conoe:etion o�
✓

decreased volume return to the heart as beiD.g assent ial in its produc tion.
2.

The d e crease in venous return is the result of a

4•-

crease in blood volume, an in crease in the volume capa.oity of the
b- blood

vascular system. or of both.
5.

The toxemia theory asserts that certain toxic agen ts,

probably tissu e metabolit es ., are absorbed from a si te of trauna to
·cause not only capillary dilatation but also the opening of previously
closed capillaries over widespread areas thus producing a consider
able increase in the volume cape.city of the blood vascular system.
As the capillaries dilate, their filtration rate is markedly in
creased re sulti� in a diminished blood volume.
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The sum and total

of t h ese changes is a decrease in the effective blood volmne which
for

a time is compensa ted for by vasoconstriction and an accelerat

ed heart rate.

If th ese event s continue t o progress, however, th e

venous return is eventually diminished an:l the p:3ripheral circulation
becomes inadequate for normal cell ula r needs.-

Anoxia developes and

resul ts in further damage to the capil lary walls so that pla sma is
al lowed to escape and the v enous return is embarrassed still more.
Fith the establishment of such a vicious cycle irreversible changes
soon occur.
4.

According to the theory of local fl uid loss, shock is

initiated by the escape of a plasma-like fluid from the capillar�
ies at the site of trauma, and irreversible changes resul t as the
bloo d volume is diminished
5.

to

the point whe re tissue anoxia occur s.

In either instance, measures which would prevent a

f�rther decrease in the effec tive blood volume or which would de
crease the needs of tissue cell s £·or ox ygen should be of value in

therapy; furthermore, since the t oxemia theory has not been disproven
but instead still receives no little credulenoe, the inhibition of
the proeuctioa of toxins at the site of t rauma and the prevention
o£ their abaorption should be considered in the treatment of shock.
6.

The

eniromnental temperature is an important factor

in deteraining the c ourse of a f8,tient in shock. for it may alter the

blood volume. the volume capacity of the blood vascular system, and
the metabolic rate of tm tissues.
1.

Recently tm dangers of. excessive heating have become
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rather com:•,on knowledge and even the af plicatio n of warmth has come
in for s ome criticism.

Nevertheless, most cliniciari..s believe the

application of warmth is advisable in order to pre vent the body temperature falling to sub-normal levels.

A review of the methods in use

at the· present time for warminE; a patient in shock reveals that many
measures are of such a drastic nature as to produce all the dangers
shown to be inherent i n excessively heating these patients .
8.

A dogmatic answer can not be given to the question of
"911

11·-., ( a.Ml4U M e ! ~ ~ ~ : ; : : , ( r , ~ ~ ~ , ! ' I I P ~ ~.....~

whether a p:1.tient in shock s ho uld be warmed or cooled.
--~Wl)hor.

~~,

*

"Ill.I•• ,,.r""""~

-

5W

-·

,.

--t,Jl1tJ~•

It will de-

~

pend upon severa 1 factors which vary from one case to another.

Only

by a careful consideration of each case can the correct thermal
therapy be determined.
9.

There is a need for more e xpe rimental work directed
.......... " ' ~ " . ' ° l ' ~ ~ • , 1 : - ..........

sped/ ically to the determination of the optimal body te mpe r ature for
~,~'(a(!\•~.,P;,,,.-,·,........1 ~ " " " : - . ~ - . . . . - ~ . , - . . . . . . . . , " t , f i l , ~ ~ ~ : l '

~~..... ~<b,if..\~'lil--.....

patients in shock .
10.

Such general •;w•m
factors
as cl imate must be considered.
~...
~~

During warm weather the blood volume will be increased and conversel y will decre a se in cold weather .
over just a few da y s.

A significant change may cc cur

If a patient in shock has been exposed to

warm weat her and has had an adequate fluid intake, hi s blood volume
is increa s ed above that necessary for a cooler environment.

Placing

s uch a r::e,tient in a room co oled to perhaps 70 to 75 degrees .Fa.hren-

re it s hou ld allow the blood volume that was added t o compe nsate for
vasomotor chang es accompanying warm we a ther to be pu t to g ood use.
This measure woulda1.-s-o result in a decr eased metabolic rate.
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On the

other :tand, even moderate warming of a patien t who :tas been lh:itig
in a cold climate might ne cessitate a s ignificant increase in the
blood v olume t o meet the inc reased volume c apacity of the blood
_va·scula.r s ystem,

Since the e ffective blood volume in shock is al-

rea d y imdequat e, it per haps would b e a mistake to further add to t he
discrepancy produ ced by shock.
11.

Application of warmth to a patient in shock w��-�d seem

to c ause a reduc tion in the blood volume by increasing t he fluid loss
due to sweating and ac celerat ing the c ap illary fi ltration rate; al
though , normally, compensatory meohanis•s a.re set into moti on which
tend to min imize this allhydrem ic in flu ence.

With the d evelopment

of shook and t he insuing d isturbances in cap illary i'unctions it might
be unwise to expect compens atory mechanisms to accomplish too mu ch.
12.

Raising the body temperature causes a :.ather general

ized vasodilit a tion Vllioh aggravates s hook by in creasing the v olume
oapaoity of the vascular system and th us dec reasing the venous return.
13.

An errrironmental temperature of about 70 to 75 degrees

Fahrenheit re sults in the. lowest metabolic rate in a pe:tson moder- _
ately clothed, and from this standpoint is the ideal external tem� ra.tQre f'or a patient in shook.

Ap plying heat to a patient in

sh ook .can be expected to raise the metabolic rate a s would cooling
i f chilling was produced.

This is the r ea son why wanning a patient

who is shivering may be of value if n ot overdone.
14.

Except when a pttient has been expose d

severe cold or whell • aa 1w be

kept

rather

in a cold eil9'ironment, t he use of
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measures now in vogue for warming a 1_:atient in shock are likely to oo
more harm than good because there is no indication for warming su ch

a patient if the environment is such that normal individuals are com
fortable without the se measures.

Cool ing a patient in shook who is

exposed to an environment which is c ausing vasodilitatiQn, sweating
and an increased metabolic rate is d efinitel y indicated.
15.

"Rhen a patient in shock is not exposed to an unduely

warm or cold environment, his body temperature gradually falls a few
degrees to a su b-normal level.

Considerable evidence has been g iven

which indicates tmt the 9ptimal body temperature in shook is a

slightly sub-normal one. certainly no thermal therapy sroul d be de
cided upon until the body temperature is determined. The warming

of fll,tients in shock simply because their skin is cool may be in

serious error, for the body temper ature may be normal.

If it has not

fallen more than :tarhaps 3 to 4 deg�ees Fahrenheit, probably this

lowering is of value. At any rate, no attempt should be nade to

raise t he body temperature unless fluids can be given conoomitently
to c ompensate for the increased vol ume oapaci"liy which h:!ating pro

duce s.

If th e body temperature falls to a more extreme sub-normal

level, it would seem desirable t o add enough warmth to bring the

body temperature to a more nearly normal level, but it must not be

forgotten t mt overheating is more deliterio us than chilling a shocked
patient.

16. Hypothermia hiss t.heoretioal benefits for patients in
- r

■· 1 urn rat· ·--

■

n,1tene:P>.,..-i1mw1LWJJU1.�

shock but has ito-"tt--�·had �nough c linical use to be accurately eval-
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ua ted.

Technical di.ffio ulties would detra ct from its practi ca l value

even if shown to be of benefit in sho ck tl:Brapy.
17. Local cooling of an injured extremity gives promise of being a

useful and b e neficial therapeutical measures. Results with experimental
animals and a few clinical trials have been significantly prolonged by
cooling t h e traumatized limb, and the severity of trauma which can be endured
without fatalities has been imreased. Theoretically, cooling the extremity
would decrease the production of tissue metabolites; and if ligation was also
done, the absorption of' metabolites would be prevented • .Experimentally
however, almost a s much value resulted from cooling without a tourniquet as
with a tourniquet. General cooling of the b o dy occurs if a tourniquet is not
used. A tourniquet allows greater cooling of the extremity, delay of local
edema formation, and a control of the possible release of toxins .from the
injured area. The danger of thrombosis, e.specially in an injured extremity,
for the m•st pirt limits its use to only th::>se cases in which amputation will be
ultimately necessary.
18.
Wa r

r.

Our knowledge of shook has advanced rapidly since World

However, the full implications of some of the problems involved

a re just being rea lized so tha t in the nea r future, many generally
a ccept;ed concepts rega rding shook nay be rudely shaken. One suoh
concept, that of a pplying hea t to all patients in shook has a lrea dy
suffered this .fa te.

In conclusion, it may be sta ted that the excellent

results now obtained both in the prevention a nd treatment of shook
should not 1-ul:l clinicia ns a nd surgeons into a fa lse sense
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of OOm!'., lete understanding of the problem of shock.
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